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A Humboldt County couple
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travels thousands of miles to
adoptalittle
girl from China.
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With a critical loss to CSU

ME)

Hayward, volleyball’s chances

wae

for a postseason play-off bid
look slim.

Sports, page 27
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Ani
DiFranco
She’s been

across the country.
Seem eo
in Rolling Stone magazine.
SIME

KE |

her own recording label.

She’s coming to HSU.
The Lumberjack scores
an exclusive interview —
the only college press one
DiFranco has granted
this tour — with a one-ofa-kind artist.
The Scene, page 21
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In last week’s Science section it was incorrectly reported more
than 1.7 million women had been diagnosed with breast cancer
in 1994. The article should have stated more than 1.7 million

women had been diagnosed with breast cancer by 1994.
The Lumberjack regrets the error.
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Graduate studies dean
placed on vacation leave
Jack Turner, English professor and act-

By Marolyn Krasner
CAMPUS EDITOR

Susan Bicknell resigned as dean of graduate studies effective January 1996 — however, as of Friday she was placed on vaca-

tion leave and is no longer in that position.
“The action of the president (Alistair
McCrone) to direct me to take vacation and
to place me on administrative leave was

unexpected and unexplained,” Bicknell
said.
Besides her former job as dean, Bicknell

team teaches two sections of an upper division course called Forests and Culture,

which she will continue to teach.
Although she is still committed to students and the class, Bicknell said she is not

sure where to go from this point.
“I’m trying to figure out what my alternatives are,” she said.

ing dean of graduate studies, said Guillaume
informed the graduate council last Monday
that McCrone made the decision that
Bicknell would no longer be the dean for

the duration of the semester.
He said he took on the position as acting
dean because he is concerned about the

graduate program at HSU but he said “Susan is a difficult act to follow.”
He said now is an important time for
strong leadership in the graduate depart-

ment because the university is up for accreditation.

Turner said he thought Bicknell was an
excellent dean and he will “try my best to fill
in between Susan” and whomever is chosen to be the permanent dean.

Roland Lamberson, amath professor and
member of the graduate council, was sur-

Guillaume said, that administrators who

prised at the president’s action last week.
He said the council will write recommendations to the president and vice president
in order to point out what the new dean
should accomplish.
“At this point we’re involved in formatting recommendations to the provost
(Alfred Guillaume) on the structure of that
position,” Lamberson said. “There will not

return to the faculty use their vacation time.

be a new dean until the end of this year.”

McCrone was not available for comment
at press time.
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Alfred Guillaume said the decision for
Bicknell to take vacation leave was prearranged.
“It’s in line with university policy,”

Congress still debates
l changes
financiaaid
post-graduation interest grace period for
students and elimination of the Direct
Lending Program.

By Marolyn Krasner
CAMPUS EDITOR

Financial aid has been through a lot of
twists and turns in Congress in the past
few months.

Relief may lie shortly ahead if the U.S.
Senate gets its way, according to a California State University official.
Beth Buehlmann, director of federal
relations for the CSU, said now that the
reconciliations bill — which includes fi-

nancial aid changes — has left the House
and Senate floors it is in a conference
committee.

T

h 1.8

Before the bill left the Senate floor last

week it was amended in a 99-0 vote to
remove the proposed .85 percent tax on
students, reinstate the six-month grace
period and cap the Direct Lending Program to 20 percent, according to the
press release.
‘If the Senate’s plan goes through,

House

5

Senate have “resolved these differences
in conference committee, the two houses

must pass the conference report,” according toapress release from the American Council on Education.

“The bill will then be sent to President
Clinton for his signature,” the press release stated.

If Clinton vetoes the bill, negotiations
will begin between the White House and
Congress, the release stated.
In the House’s version of the budget it
called for a .85 percent tax on students
for loans, elimination of the six-month

tos!
The Day of the Dead — as it is also called — is a Mexican holiday
celebrating the lives of people who have died. Altars, such as the one in
Karshner Lounge, pay tribute to deceased family and friends by offering
them their favorite foods, mementos, wine and cigarettes. Movimiento

Estudiantil de Chicano Aztlan (MEChA) assembled the altar in honor of

today’s holiday.

Cafeteria vandal responsible

Program will be capped, which means it
will not go to any schools that don’t
already have the program in place. This

for cost of damages

includes

man,” such as banks that give students

wanted to be caught.”
The student indicated he entered the cafLUMBERJACK STAFF
eteria through one of the doors that was
propped open or not securely latched,
Last Tuesday’s break-in on the third floor
of the Jolly Giant Commons — which left Hughes said.
Inside the “J” tables were overturned and
the cafeteria in shambles and unable to be
food was strewnacross the floor. Words and
used for breakfast was caused by one HSU
symbols were finger painted across an unstudent, UPD Sgt. Raymond Fagot said.
Both Fagot and Rees Hughes, director of used refrigerator outside of the building.
The damages
housing aNd C1 71- qq

loans.
With the Direct Lending -Program

juvenile male was

“She said
sion
of the
propa

Ry axsaerot aden ictone

and

KEITH SHEFFIELD / CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Buehlmann said, the Direct Lending

hers of the “It students hadn't done what they did
Senatearede- --- Congress would not have felt the
Gren ie pinch they felt.”

I

~~

“middle

thereisno “middle man,” she said. Loans

come directly from the government —there is no processing fee as with the
Stafford loans.
The turn of events had alotto do with
students putting pressure on Senate
members, she said.

“If students hadn’t done what they

did ... Congress would not have felt the
pinch they felt,” Buehlmann said.
The turn ofevents was “a clear victory
for students,” she said.

By Leesa Coble

ing, indicated the

troubled with psychological prob-

“I think he wanted to be caught.”
REES HUGHES
director of housing and dining

lems. They would
not release any spe-

cific information about the student’s age.

Hughes said he thought the student was
reaching out for help by vandalizing the
cafeteria.
Hughes would not specify how he was
caught.
“We did get a tip,” Hughes said. “Although I think the student himself helped
in the release of the information. I think he

totaled $911.50,

which

Burt

Nordstrom, chief

executive officer
of Lumberjack
Enterprises,
broke the damage into three categories — a
Cbord machine that needed to be adjusted,

food loss and labor. Student employees were
called in at 6 a.m. to clean up.
Since the incident the student has withdrawn from the university, Fagot said. Although the university does not plan to file
criminal charges, the student will be finan-

cially responsible for damages.

what the hell is this on the
tree,” he said.

Four feet off the ground
chicken wire jutted out from
the tree in a square shape, like
a sort of animal trap. Above
the wire was nylon netting

with a pound of hamburger
nestled on top.
Caudill said the whole contraption was about the size of
a shoe box.
He said he doesn’t know
whatit was meant to trap. UPD
was just as confounded when
it came and removed the trap.
¢ About 1 a.m. Wednesday
a resident director noticed the
doors on the third floor ofJolly

isbee
Ashland, Ore. Ultimate Fr
clean.
team were just trying to get

found inanonsensical letter turned
in to UPD by a Student & Business Services mail room employee
Wednesday morning. No one
could decipher who the letter was
addressed to because of poor hand-

writing; a juvenile author is suspected.
¢ A Housing employee unwittingly squashed a bottle with his
car while maneuvering in the Jolly
Giant Commons lot Wednesday
afternoon. The bottle remnants

emitted a “strange odor.” It was
nasal spray.
¢ A man reported his brother

Mike missing Wednesday evening
after Mike failed to follow him out

of the community forest where the
two had been riding bikes. The

the Jolly Giant Commons

early Tuesday morning. Ronald
graciously welcomed the sign’s
return.
¢ About 2 a.m. Tuesday APD

» A Eureka man reported his

requested UPD assistance in lo-

Saturday night. A lone Led Zep-

the
pelin tape was spirited away in

cating a screaming female near
Health Sport. A juvenile runaway was detained by UPD until

night.

APDarrived. Anhourlater

entry
vehicle as a victim of forced
Ae

e A transient man sleeping 1n a
d
shopping cart near Redwoo

Manor was directed off campus

People were also seen sleeping

¢ A stolen bike was found on
L.K. Wood Boulevard near the

early Sunday morning.

ina vehicle in the East Gym staff

lot about 40 minutes later. It was
the Ashland, Ore. Ultimate
Frisbee team. The sleepers — also
bedded down in Forbes Complex
- were permitted to stay due to
their circumstances.

¢ Urinating and indecent exposure by a man on the pedestrian

overpass was reported

Monday

morning. The derelict couldn’t be
located.
¢ A woman disguised ina black

Jolly Giant Commons Tuesday
morning. A half hour later it was

reported stolen and has since
been reunited with its owner,

Two other bikes were reported
stolen last week and one was

taken for safekeeping after it was
abandoned on the third floor of
Science B.

Compiled by Andrew Jones
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“] just started laughing, like

¢ Gang-related ramblings were

of an

sign was found on a car roof in

oflUlUmemnkllC
CUD

and saw something strange.

transient with a history of mental

impropriety.

problems. He has had contact with
UPD eight times since September,
mostrecently having been removed
from Redwood Bow! last week for
|
strange behavior.
¢ A bong was confiscated froma
Redwood Hall room about 4:30
p.m. Friday and slated for destruction.
¢ Saturday afternoon someone
reported people near a vehicle on
H Street were wavingagunaround.
UPD backed up APD officers as
the subjects were contacted. Flagrant squirting of neon-orangetipped water guns were detected.
e Events Security at Redwood
Bow! reported a man removing an
orange end zone marker from the
north end zone and walking into a
wooded area Saturday evening. He
could not be located.
¢ About two hours later a Scotia
couple was escorted from Redwood Bowl. The two had engaged

building Monday morning.

ee

coop.

y
picious manner in the Universit

Members

floor men’s bathroom in the Student and Business Services
e A McDonalds “wet floor”

stodian,
the help of a female cu
of their
UPD alerted the bathers

Center. The man is a non-student

reportedly entered the second

ea

way 299.
Tee Friday morning a man was
portedly staring at people in a sus

previous day. Living group advisors are now checking the build-

outside his Fern Hall window

owering
e Females were seen sh
in Forbes
inthe men’slocker room
ing. With
Complex Saturday even

leather jacket and cowboy hat

-—

Highemerging from the forest on

was the subject of vandalism the

¢ Sunday evening Mike
Caudill, political science
sophomore, looked at a tree

with Events
in verbal harassment
re repeatSecurity after they we
d on the
edly asked not to stan
field.

ed
Arcata Police Department assist
M ike
UPD in searching the trails.
after
returned two hours later

Giant Commons were unlocked.
Nothing was disturbed and the
building was secured. The floor

ing on their evening rounds.
e A large chunk of quartz crystal
was spotted in the fire lane next to
Redwood Hall early Wednesday
morning. Source unknown. The
geology department reports no
rocks having strayed from the

alc
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Altruism, heroes focus

of video by professor
By Jeremy Sutton

Oliner said.
Oliner’s story of being rescued

ee

in from the ghettos of Nazi-occu-

Many heroes go unnoticed in

pied Poland during the Holocaust
is also included in the video.
He said the “video’s message is

our day-to-day life, but if you look
carefully you can find them everywhere — even in the news, said

that there are lots of people who

Steve Newman, video producer.
“To Help Someone,” a video
by Samuel Oliner, will be shown

care enough and stand for other
people who are being victimized.”
Newman, video producer for

studiesasat HSU, , shot the
| ,edia
Hall -mi118 Monday
in7:30Founders
_.
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COLLECTIVE STUDENT
SYMPOSIUM

VOICE
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eThis is not just a gripe session.
eThis is for real.
¢Three hours of your life spent with
other students brainstorming ideas
and creating a document that will
ROCK THIS INSTITUTION.
¢The first-ever opportunity
for students to shape the
present and future of HSU.
¢For students, by students.

Your voice matters.
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 9, 4 - 7
KATE

BUCHANAN

ROOM

for more info. call 826°422]
“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can
change the world."
-Margaret Mead
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Over 60 proves it’s never too late
@ Program gives seniors the opportunity
to take units for a discounted price.

re
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hs

at HSU.
“It was my kids who finally

By S.L. Salamone
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Senior citizens are taking advantage of retirement and HSU’s Over
60 Program by returning to school

to continue or start an education
that was put aside for families and

careers.
Lee Brown, 72, has 12 grand-

children and five great- grandchildren.
Brown, who graduated from
HSU with a bachelor’s in geography two years ago, is enrolled in
Geology 108 and a class in Computer Information Systems. He is
working ona minor in geology and
a minor in computer science.

“The whole family showed up
for my graduation,” Brown said.
“As I walked up to get my degree I
could hear them yelling, ‘Go

pointed out to me what I should
major in,” Brown said. “So about

five years ago I finally decided what
I wanted to do when I grow up.”

Unable to attend college when
he was younger, Brown said the
discount offered by the Over 60
Program has made it possible for

him to attend now.
There are 89 seniors enrolled at

HSU this semester. This is thelargest number of seniors in the 15year history of the program, said
Rebecca Kalal, assistant director

of admissions and director of the
program.
“Every year we have a few more
who enroll,” Kalal said. “Butifregistration fees were not discounted

role ated se MTs!
MEER tsa
ARCATA, CA
8220 138d

there would probably be just a
handful.”

mar
nanver
For
more
than
10
years
Joan
and
Richard
Carpenter
have bee
Seniors have last priority for
Grandpa!”
taking classes at HSU.
Senior citizens are enrolled at classes so they register late. They
miscellaneous class fees such as
hosted the day of registration and
pay $3 per semester and can enroll
HSU with the aid of the Over 60
art supplies, Kalal said.
the class regulations are exProgram, which offers uniET
RT
They pay also $5 for an plained,” Kalal said. “We have a
Sa
versity classes to those 60 SF
I.D. card to use at the liSee Over 60, page 10
years of age and older. For

“The whole family showed up for my

brary.
some seniors it’s been a
To qualify for the proway to keep retirement in- graduation. As | walked up to get my
gram an individual must
teresting, for others it’s a
degree | could hear them yelling, ‘Go
be at least 60 years old and
chance to attend a univerid
a California resident. Once
sity and earn a degree.
Grandpa
enrolled seniors are subBeing an older student
LEE BROWN
ject to regular student
did not make choosing a
Over 60 Program
deadlines and must mainmajor any easier. Brown
tain their grades in each
said it was his family that
class.
in as many classes as they choose.
came to the rescue and helped him
“A brown bag luncheon is
Like all students, seniors pay any
decide what he was going to study

A.I.R. encourages students to plan
early for spring registration
l@ Peer counselors
can help students
figure out their

peer counselor at the A.I.R. Center.
Registration time is very busy at

future.

in early with questions.

By Marolyn Krasner
CAMPUS EDITOR

With spring registration approaching students who need help

with their schedules should start
early, according to the Academic
Information and Referral Center.
Class schedules, as well as regis“tration tickets, will be out Mon-

day.
“The A.I.R. Center was established to help students understand
and maximize their educational opportunity,”A.I.R.’s brochure
stated.
TheA.I.R. Centeris staffed with
seven people including five student peer counselors whoare ready
to tackle questions students may
have about general education,

graduation or other academic concerns.
“It is never too early to begin to
plan for next semester and even
graduation,” said Lisa Hoffman, a
graduate student in literature and

the center,

she said.

should

“Children by Choice"
Six RIVERS

PLANNED PARENTHOOL
* Birth Control Services/Supplies
* Low Cost Confidential HIV/AIDS Testing
* Drop-in Teen Clinic Tues. and Thurs. 3-5:30
¢ A Trusted Place for Your Questions
2316 Harrison Ave.
Eureka, Calif. 95501
Open Monday-Friday

Clinic Services: 442-5709
Administration: 442-2961
Education: 445-2018

question they can refer the student
to someone who can.

Students

come

Those at the A.I.R. Center are
ready for questions from students

vA Nei

but are often asked questions that
could be answered in the HSU

catalogue or the student’s individual department.
Hoffman said a lot of students
come into the A.I.R. Center and
don’t know who their adviser is.

This question is answerable at the
center but also through admissions
and records and the student’s department office.
Gail Kenny, department secretary of the A.I.R. Center and academic adviser, said students neeu

to make appointments at least five
days in advance if they want to go

en oa] 2127-18 Oh dts
BOOKS ° GIFTS
CLASSES
4\

Uae

eae

Classes! Classes!
¢ beg. knitting

BB Pes:

wide selection of Wines & Microbrews,

¢ int. knitting

Res

* pine needle baskets

11/11

Outdoor Beer Garden,
Take-outs

¢ spinning/weaving
fol a t(el-)

era

¢ “bond” demo -—free

11/18

p

LM oR LEE Mee
a

how to raise their grade point aver-

822-4269

age.
If the A.I.R. Center cannot give

open daily
941

H St.

aes

Sunday

Monday Night Football
& Smokin' Moses

Smoking up BBQ oysters and other
RO
4
QUEERS CLTLE CLOT

Happy Hours 4-11p.m.

Monday Night!

82 sunny brae center e arcata
Open
Arcata

Brunch,

Nov. 2 & Sat. Nov.4
Scarlet Fire

Monday

records.

a student an answer to his or her

Thurs.

(knitting machine)

over their transcripts or school
She said students on academic
probation are encouraged to go
into the center ifthey want to know

Arcata’s Newest Choice
For Great Food

822-5493

Mon-Thu
11:00-11:00
Fri-Sat
11:00-12:00
Sun
10:00-11:00
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Campus recycling re
@ HSU’s reducing,
reusing and
recycling garners
attention.

teers.
A month later, ata conference in
Santa Rosa, CRP received a state

award for Best Education Program.
The award was given to CRP for
its compost demonstration site and
monthly composting workshops.

“It was based on all the different

By Kim White

things we’ve been doing, (such as)

LUMBERJACK STAFF

things from the Ecocycle — which

Recognized by other campuses

we call Education in Motion — to

for itsefforts to reduce, reuse and

a video I produced called ‘Recy-

recycle, HSU’s Campus Recycling
Program is fast becoming the
epitome of col-

cling and Beyond: A Model ProKennedy said.
| h¢ Califor-

——<

i

nia Resource

Recovery As-

Humboldt

diverting 45 percent

organize

Envi-

ronmental Ser-

of our waste

National Recy-

trom

Depart-

tering: the landfill”H | id

Kennedy,

MARK KENNEDY

Solid

tion, presented
CR
eee the
award.

solid waste production

“We feel that
we do have a

coordinator

Waste Production Coordina-

Coali-

model _ pro-

,

tor, said.

A

om

The Humboldt County Waste

because...we’re diverting 45 per-

Reduction Award also commemorated CRP for the educational ef-

cent of our waste from entering the
landfill. The state goal is 50 per-

forts made by its staff and volun-

cent by the year 2000 so we’re way

eeerenenense

S819

S'S

S' S415

S18

S'

24'S

418418

S'S

SSS

cycling Council, which exists “just

to help colleges and universities
start their own programs,” was
formed from the NRC conference.
Although the program was
founded two years ago, it was officially recognized by NRC last September.
“From that council we set up a
list
server
on
the
Internet...called...’recyc-l.’
(When

including Hawaii, Alaska and Or-

egon.
“We've been very active in
working with other campuses,”
SS

88'S

FS

SSE

SS

8

SE

SS'

SS

SS

SS

SE

Se

you subscribe to) that list server,
you can be part of the conversation
of people posting messages,”
Kennedy said.

Sain

4

6

s

A message can be sent on the
Internet by a college that wants
help in starting a recycling program, he said, an estimated 200

campuses are in the listing so help

&

is readily available.
“Our goal is to continue and ex-

pand that network... .this is part of

anaes

something that’s a committee,” he
said. “It’s not only HSU.”

ot

2 blocks off the plaza

SS
SS
SS

next to the Arcata Theatre

SS
SS
SSS
SSS
OS

Thurs e Fri e Sat

SS)

OPEN ’TIL 2 A.M.

SSS

SSS

yey

SSS

SS

’ pizza by the slice

SSS

; Sandwiches and

quarter pie slice...$2.50 + tx.
whole pie w/1 topping...$9.00 + tx.
(extra toppings....80¢ each)

fresh pesto or tomato sauces available
1034 G. St., Arcata

* 822-1927

great things about the recycling
program at HSU is the educational

aspect. Sarratea was also involved
with the recycling program at
Sonoma State, and said there was

little or no emphasis on education
there.

Aside from the networking and
awards, CRP is involved in many
other projects. These projects include recycling mixed paper,
which includes all colored paper,
envelopes, magazines, catalogues

and file folders.
“A lot of what we’re getting in
the mixed paper barrels is
trash...egg cartons, milk cartons,

food waste...and the ACRC (Arcata Community Recycling Cen-

ter) isn’taccepting them,” Sarratea
said.
CRP is trying to educate people

See Recycling, page 10

mre 7.

SH

es

a

SSS

HSU’s

cling

said, addin
Beyond’ — which was produced
by CRP —is being used asa guide
to help other campuses start their
own programs.
HSU was used in the video as a
recycling program.
model
Kennedy said he received calls
from schools all over the country,

8 28S)

vices

erg

f

the

8181698828128)

eee

f

eisyka Dotter, front, and Scott Ford, back, is one way
The Ecocycle, ridden by CRP volunteers L
HSU.
the organization collects recyclables around
Eugenia Sarratea, co-director of
he said.
ahead of most people,” Kennedy
collections at CRP, said one of the
The College and University Reg that “Recycling and

8S

County
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Mon.- Sat.

Sun,

10-7

12-5

JACOBY'S STOREHOUSE
Or Ne 822-2866
* Luxurious Lingerie

¢ Bridal Registry

fabulously priced
sizes petite - 4x

¢ Bridal Showers &
Pleasure Parties
*Video & Game Rentals

* Toys, Books & Games
for adventurous couples

Our commitment
is to intimacy,
education and
safe, healthful

pleasure...
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and helped to
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which is the
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“We feel that we do
have a model
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Arcata’s Mayor
Victor Schaub
presented CRP
with an award at
a
ceremony
hosted by the

a
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Student’s semester in China leads to exchange service
last (fall), but 1 did something about

By Rebecca Klein

it instead of complaining. I came

LUMBERJACK STAFF

and I did something and that’s what

When a group of HSU students
went to China on exchange last

fall, many of them felt they had
gone through a life-changing experience.
Kassandra Clingan, a German
and journalism senior, was one of

those students. Although she said
the experience was one of the best
been better.
Clingan went ona semester-long
exchange program to China
through the non-profit organization Consultants for Global Programs, Inc. The program, which
is run by HSU professor of educaKavich, has sent

groups to China every fall semes-

ter since 1981.
Clingan decided to fix the program in the places she felt were
broken.

She said she was upset that the
Visas the group had were the
wrong ones. During the students’
time in China, the group was ar-

rested and fined. This situation
could have been cleared up better
and faster if the program in the
United States was more in contact
with the university the students
were attending in China, she said.
While in China Clingan signed
contracts with two Chinese uni-

PHOTO COURTESY OF KASSANDRA CLINGAN

Besides visiting tourist spots in China, Kassandra Clingan,
left, also developed contacts with universities
country and started her own exchange program.

met many difficulties at HSU.
She was told by members of the
Chinese

Committee that beshe could not ad-

own exchange program.
“] just happened to be passing
through (these university cities)

gram. The difficulties have since been

wearing jeans and Tevas, and I go
to these business meetings with

dedication
_to
“prove
them
wrong” has not dis-

with

signed

contracts,”

Clingan said.

After Clingan returned to the
United States she began her own
business called Pacific Rim Ex-

changes. When she began to advertise her program, she said she

her pro-

overcome, but her

sipated.
“When

we're taught.””
The committee decided that
both Clingan’s program and Con-

Clingan presented are not new

sultants for Global Programs, Inc.,

“Onauniversity setting like this,

sor to get information on these pro-

(Kavich). They would like to see it

ee

thropology and committee member.
The off-campus groups find the
placements and arrange the transportation. The faculty works on
the identification of the academic
units and evaluating the students’
work when they come back,
Wenger said.
“So faculty work on the academic side, the off-campus programs work on the arrangements,”
Wenger said.
Clingan said many of the changes
made in her program reflect her
commitment to the educational
process. She has extended the time
spent in China so it is a full semester as well as presenting ideas of
how to make the credits earned in
China more comparable to those earned
er

university cities) wearing jeans and Tevas, and

| go to these business with the Chinese
universities and came out with signed

I walk
student butas a business

person. I’m not going to them with
a student’s problem. I’m not going

at HSU.
Clingan suggested
to the committee a
class taught in China
— which includes
history and geogra-

CLINGAN

German and journalism senior
to them to say ‘Here, I have
product to offer this school
you guys can benefit from —
everyone can. And yes, it is

this
that
that
a re-

flection of what happened to me

Sat. Special - BUY 1 vegie burrito —
_ get a 2nd FREE 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
‘Thurs. & Fri. black beans
Large pitcher of Boonville - $5.90
pitchers of Sierra Nevada

Happy

Nectar

Hour

- $5.50

3-5p.m.

Boonville - $4.75 / premium - $4.25
1642 1/2 G Street, Arcata

822-8433

Wenger said it would be another
two to three years before the credits earned in China will be compa-

rable to the credits earned at HSU.

In order for the credits earned in
China to be placed on a student’s
transcript the student must pay
HSU fees as well as the program
fees. Both Wenger and Clingan
would like to see this changed.
“I would like to see students
begin in their freshman or sophomore years and plan a semester in
China as part of their regular educational package instead of as part
ofa special package ora secondary
package,” Wenger said.
“T am a financial aid student, so

I couldn’t afford to pay for China
as well as HSU, especially when
the credits you do get are usually
half credits which aren’t very helpful in the long run,” Clingan said.
Wenger said that CSU campuses
can make certain kinds of limited,

HSU and be consid-

who I don’t have a contract with,”

ered an upper division general educa-

Clingan said.

subjects

tion class.

“The point of a general education class is to give you a more
worldly understanding,” Clingan
said. “How much more can you

BIG ISLANDS

fresh, local fish tacos
Mon. & Tues. 5:30 - 9:30 p.m.

proceed faster...” Wenger said.
“It’s amazing how slow it takes to
get from the idea to the implementation.”

at

those
KASSANDRA

gradual pace, which is frustrating
for both Kassandra and Larry

independent contracts, but there
is no formal procedure for evaluation.
“] proposed a contract because
I don’t like to work with people

phy — should be
crosslisted
with

contracts.’

es’

Red

been looked at by the committee.
everything proceeds at a kind ofa

Unique Clothing, Jewelry and Accessories
for Women, Guys and Kids

and

ideas, butideas which have already

should be able to advertise equally
and be advertised by staff equally.
Ifa student approaches a profes-

“I just happened to be passing through (these

intoa ‘suits’ office, to talk about my
program, I want them not to think
of measa

to them to complain about the (program),” Clingan said. “I’m going

a
eal
e
aa

cause there was an
existing program,
vertise

out

in her host

Studies

versities and began planning her

the Chinese universities and came

Wenger said many of the ideas

grams, the professor should hand
out a pamphlet for each program,
said Pat Wenger, professor of an-

in her life, she felt it could have

tion Lawrence

learn than going toa country thatis
completely opposite yours?”

ORIGINAL PRINTS AND
COMFORTABLE STYLES

and many other great lines.
Perfect for school, work and piay.

Jacoby’s Storchouse
at the foot of the stairs on the way to Plaza Grill

Check us out!

825-7803
Open Mon. - Sat. until 6 p.m. * Sun. until 5 p.m.

New York
Frankfurt
London

$159*
§$229*
$229*

Tokyo
Bangkok

$265*

San Jose
Guatemala
Quito
Auckland

Sydney

$382*
$249*

$249*
$335*

$465*

$505*

“fares are each way from San Francisco based on a
roundtrip purchase.
Restrictions apply and taxes are not

included.

Call for other worldwide destinations

Council Travel
530 Bush St., Dept. 800, Ste. 700
San Francisco, CA 94108

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)
EURAILPASSES
AVAILABLE

BY PHONE!
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Joan Carpenter, 63, said

she
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tends class for “the sheer

love of

learning.” That’s what ¢
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college is all about, she saic
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KHSU is holding another
pledge drive to raise funds
for its diverse programming. The piecge
drive began Saturday. At press time the station had raised approximately $22,500. Lynn
Evans (left), Uckinieyville resident and KHSU volunteer, and Todd Law of Dr. Todd's Early
Morning
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the
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coast. so we can only recycle
materials that are cost effec.
tive.” Kennedy said. “OQur

Area
:

or Los An"

geles and are used to being able to
—
2
recycle everything. They don’trealos
’
want
nat
;
lize
CRP
can’t
handle
the shipping cost for many ofthe materials
suchas milk jugs and waxed con-

tainers, he said.

CRP will recycle phone
books on campus and the residence halls between December and January. CRP asks everyone to put phone books in
the recycling bins before leaving for break.

Humboldt Green Apartments
Limited Apartments Available = First Come, First Serve Basis

JERI LOU OLIPHANT, D.V.M.
(7097 8622-2402
170)
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Includes

24-Hour Property Mgmt
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Free Cable TV
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Late Night Copies
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Open 7 Days
16th & G St. ARCATA 822-8712
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Foreign adoption brings }joy to couple
@ When all else fails, many childless couples turn to
foreign adoption services to find the apple of their eye.
By Vanessa L. Payne
LUMBERJACK STAFF

In May 1994, Cindy and Dan Kenney
began their search to find a baby girl they

has issued numerous press releases to the
United States announcing the availability of
Chinese infants — mostly female — for foreign adoption. Last May the Chinese government announced there were 5,000 fe-

male children available for adoption.
“Now the China program is pretty predominant because there are a lot of children
vate agencies, the Fort Bragg couple had not and it’s fast and it’s working well,” said
Savage, who has adopted two children — a
found an adoption program they were comson through U.S. waiting children and a
fortable with until friends recommended
daughter from Korea.
Adoption Horizons.
a
; i
Adoption
Kil cys
7.1
HOO — 7 TwTwT_—VOV

could call their own — a sister for their 9year-old son TJ.
After months of researching state and pri-

first heard

private, non-

I
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org“
promt

hia pel

wouldn’t change (the foreign

in a
“jaw Ml

reka — offers

;
j
process) for anything
adoption
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ooking

because | learned so much

pat

adopt: U.S.

about her people, her culture

asic:

waiting chil-

| can share
Nd her city. that

September

with her.”

Shortly after

ams

to

teen = birth
parent

pro-

gram

and

birth parent
program at
Adoption

to Cindy Sav-

Horizons,

age, director of
U.S. and foreign adoption for Adoption
Horizons, all of the programs are equally

weighted, but within the last two years there
has

been

a

= en-

rolled in the

KENNEY

adoptive mother of Chinese baby

adoption.
According

de

cc

they
ee

intercountry

emocrat

heightened

interest

in

intercountry adoption.
“What we offer to people is an opportunity to help children who need families,
whether its local, within the state, within the

country or the world,” Savage said. “We
work with cooperating agencies in foreign
countries and facilitators or lawyers who
have children or access to children.”
Savage said there are close to 10,000 foreign adoptions a year, a large portion of
which are from China.
In recent years the Chinese government

they decided to switch to the foreign adoption program.

“We thought it would be neat,” Cindy
Kenney said, noting she and her husband
were not prepared to have a relationship
with a birth mother and deal with any complications that could result from such an
adoption.
In preparing for the adoption, the organization helped the Kenneys with the paperwork necessary to obtain government ap-

proval. The Kenneys chose to use HOLT
International Children Services — an adoptionagency in Oregon which sponsors China
adoptions — as their facilitator with the
Chinese government adoption agency.

PHOTO COURTESY OF ADOPTION HORIZONS

Cindy Kenney holds her newly adopted six-month-old daughter Rebecca
Dawn. They were brought together in China through Adoption Horizons.

After being approved by both the U.S.
and Chinese governments, the Kenneys received a match in late March and were informed they would be able to take their new

daughter back home eight to 10 weeks later.
On May 25, Cindy Kenney — although
sick with pneumonia — set out for Nanning,
a province in southeast China, to pick up
her new six-month-old daughter whom she
named Rebecca Dawn. Kenney, accompa-

ae

nied by her sister, said despite the health
complications the trip was worth it.
“The whole adoption process is so neat. I
wouldn’t change it for anything because I
learned so much about her people, her culture and her city that I can share with her,”

Kenney said. “I bought a lot of little trinkets
and decorations and | made a video and a
scrapbook of the whole thing to share with
her when she’s older.”
The adoption process
At Adoption Horizons, the first four steps
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the
Chinese interpreter Xiao Xiao, left, helps Cindy and Rebecca Kenney and

Chinese

government

communicate.

official

who

processed

the

adoption

paperwork

of adoption are a telephone inquiry by the
perspective adopting parent(s), a meeting
with agency personnel, a personal consultation with an adoption counselor and the
completion of an application packet to be
reviewed by the agency within 30 days.
Once the agency approves the application packet, an adoption counselor sets up a
contract meeting with the adopting parent(s)
to discuss the remaining paperwork and
fees.
“Wego over our whole program and what
ourmutual responsibilities are,” Savage said.
“They pay an initial fee and we start setting
up a file for them.”

The introductory file is 43 pages, which

includes income tax reports for two years,
fingerprints and birth, marriage and divorce
certificates for all members of the family.
Once all the documents are processed

and filed, Adoption Horizons assigns a social worker to the adopting parent(s) for a
“home study” — a detailed survey of the
parents’ lifestyle and home environment.
“It’s very comprehensive,” Savage said.

“It’s basically a picture of who these people
are and what it’s like to live in their family.”
The initial fees for the preliminary process, home study and other services included, is $3,500. Adoption Horizons also
for post-placement services.
charges $1,000
“After the child comes home we do supervision to complete the legal adoption,” Savage said.
These costs do not cover foreign agency

fees and travel expenses
$8,000 to

— an additional

$10,000, making the total cost for

aforeign adoption from $12,000 to $15,000.
Savage said despite popular belief, the
agency does not make a profit off the adoptions.
“Nobody’s making money offthese adoptions. They’re just covering services and
fees,” she said, adding the largest portion

70 percent — of the agency’s funding for
services comes from adopting families.
Funds for other projects come from private
grants and a sponsor program.
Reasons for adopting foreign children
Savage said many people question going
out of the country to adopt children when
there are children in the United States wait-

See Adoption, page 16

Louisiana-Pacific
After coughing up $366.6 million thanks to a class-action suit

over faulty house siding the Louisiana-Pacific Corp. still posted a
third quarter profit of $62.7 mil-

lion, the company reported Monday.
The company’s third quarter
sales of $776.8 million — contrasted to last year’s record high of
$818.4 million — left L-P with a
third quarter loss of $159.1 million.
Despite the losses, L-P corporate spokesman Barry Lacter said
it would be business as usual for
mills in Humboldt County and
Oregon.

“The losses shouldn’t have an
impact on any jobs in Humboldt
County,” said Lacter in a phone
interview from Portland, Ore.
“Although taking a charge of
this size isn’t pleasant, it reflects
actions that, on balance, are very
good for Louisiana-Pacific,” stated
Donald Kayser, L-P’s chairman
and CEO in a press release. “In
particular, the recent legal settlements resolve all pending class
action lawsuits dealing with our
siding and we hope they will begin
the process oflifting a major cloud
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made in California, was an exte-

rior siding and in some cases
homeowners had problems with
it,” Lacter said. “We

a

net iincome respec tively
Numbers represent net sales and

$900

Sales

had a war-

ranty program to deal with those
individuals. Any homeowner who
had those problems, when it occurred — which was less than 2
percent of the houses — had to
deal with the siding swelling, essentially moisture getting into the
siding.”
Lacter said L-P had formed a
program to deal with homeowner
complaints but said a large number of home owners decided to
settle the problem in court.
For the firstnine months of 1995
results without the charge were
$143.3 million on sales of $2.2
billion. That compares with earning of $262.2 million on sales of
$2.3 billion in the comparable
period in 1994. Factoring in the
charge against the earnings leaves
L-P with a net loss of $78.5 million for the 1995 nine-month period.
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from our company and its future.”
The $366.6 million charge encompassed the costs of management severance packages, restructuring from the permanent shutdown of sawmills in Californiaand
Oregon and the result of the class
action suit.
“The siding, which was not
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HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY CENTER
BOARDOF DIRECTORS
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS OF JUNE 30, 1995
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BUND
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Assets:
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Accounts $
Certificates
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0
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$
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Former white supremacist makes apology
@ A former recruiter for Aryan Nation
speaks against racism.

A former recruiter for Aryan
Nation spoke to about 40 people
in Arcatra’s Celebration
Hall last Wednesday and
said his job as recruiter
was to make hate palatable.
Cochran,

38,

was a recruiter for the
Aryan

Nations

advantage.

conceptions he grew up in.

of God, Jews are descendants of

with me,” he said.

By Nora Whitworth
CALENDAR EDITOR

Floyd

Cochran was a member of the
Church of Jesus Christ Christian/

him at first, which worked to his

without minority groups, he said.
“I was an organized bigot, that’s
what gave me self-esteem,” he said.
“Everyday we were telling each
other how great we were because
we were white.”
Cochran attributed his foundations ofbigotry from the racist mis-

from

1990 to 1992. He began
the evening with an apology for his role in the
Aryan Nation and any
harm his role may have
caused anyone.
“This helps me to
atone for what I did with

His reputation of being a bigot
led community leaders to ignore

Aryan Nation which is separate
from mainstream Christianity and
is referred to as Christian Identity,
he said.
Christian Identity teaches that
whites are the sons and daughters
the

devil,

and

blacks are here to
serve whites,

he

said. Christian
Identity followers
believe Adolph
Hitler was a biblical prophet from
God.
Followers
of
white supremacist

“When | was a bigot | came from a very poor
economic class. | thought blacks from the same
economic class were oppressing me.”
FLOYD COCHRAN
former recruitter for Aryan Nation

groups feel as
though they are
martyrs for a reli-

the Aryan Nation,” he said.

Cochran said he would go into
communities speaking about issues
suchas the spotted owl or gay rights
as a way to get an audience. If he
sounded reasonable about those
issues, people would be more likely
to listen to his message of hate.
“IfI could convince you I wasn’t
athreat —ifyou weren’tagainst me
— you were essentially standing

“I could count on various lead-

“T learned the foundation of big-

ers ignoring me,” he said. “I could

otry in my community,” he said.
“It was a natural progression from
what I learned in the community.”
He left the Aryan Nations in July

set the agenda because I knew you
thought I wasa bigot and an idiot.”
Cochran said the No. 1 recruitment group of white supremacists
groups are young people.
White supremacists movements
tell young people that they’re fam-

ily, give them a sense of self esteem
and tell them life would be better

palate and was a genetic defect,
Cochran said.

He also said the media did 50
percent of his work with print and

television coverage.
Aftera television appearance the
Aryan Nation compound would
receive 200 to 300 calls requesting

information and books.
Cochran now encourages progressive activists to become more
proactive than reactive, and for
communities to not ignore white
supremacist leaders who enter
their communities.
Ethnic Studies professor Nathan
Smith did not hear Cochran’s
speech but believes Cochran could

be legitimate and beneficial to the
fight against racism.
tus can change if they really want

“When you believe you’re a
prophet from God, laws don’t apply to you,” he said.

than outsiders about an organization you’re fighting against.”
Cochran warned the audience
to be on the lookout for organized
white supremist groups moving
into a community.
“A person who smiles and uses
the system is much more danger-

that organized bigots are moving
into rural communities and reaching out to communities that are
often undergoing economic
change.

euthanized because he had a cleft

ing me.”

justified in committing crimes
against minorities, Cochran said.

had been told by his superiors his

to be

said. “I thought blacks from the
same economic class were oppress-

“Anybody with the right impe-

Cochran warned the audience

son had

“When I wasa bigot I came from
a very poor economic class,” he

gious cause and are

of 1992. Three months earlier he
four-year-old

13

to,” he said. “Insiders know more

ous,” he said.
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Dating services help find he perfect match
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who

want

a serious

relationship

without

all

the small talk or head games, and it’s working for some.
Chances Are Dating Network and TLC
Match Makers are the two heterosexual dat-

ing services in Humboldt County.

Personal

questions

are

_ individual’s personality.
range from pet peeves to
scribing who you are as a
In the last two years,

asked

about

the

These questions
a brief essay deperson.
Chances Are has

produced 43 weddings and 33 engagements,

Matchmaking servicesare notlimitedtoa

said Margie Dart. Dart, owner of Chances

certain age, look or type ofperson. Students
and even professors may find matchmaking
services helpful.

Are, estimates 7,500 people have used
Chances Are since opening in 1991.
TLC MatchMakers has been in existence

News

Dave Silverbrand, KHSU
tor, used

Are and

Chances

eo

ee

Profiles allow the individual to adequately
By Jeremy Sutton
---——~—S~SCS<;T«;73}PTSTTS~CS*#«Sde scribe themselves — for example, if you
(UMBERJACK STAFF
smoke or have kids. A picture is included
Matchmaking servicesarehelping people _ with the portfolio.

hs.
of TLC,
Will Starks, owner
Direc- _ forthreemont

has been

en-

says the first couple TLC

matched

1s en-

gaged foralmosttwoyears.Silverbrandcame
to Humboldt County a few years ago and
didn’t know anyone.
“I tried dating but it was difficult forme
because of my age. I didn’t feel comfortable
doing the club scene,” he said. “Nothing

gaged.
Kenny Smith, a 25-year-old card dealer at
Cher-Ae Heights Indian Bingo & Casino,
met Michelle through TLC. They've been
seriously dating for four months.
“It was a good experience,” said Smith.

was really working forme,soltriedChances

“Within a few days afterjoining TLCI met

Are.

Michelle.”

re :
a very
deal. YouHonda
can one
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met his fiancee Nina Winogradov through
director,
Silverbra
DaveChances
the
Arend,KHSU
Dating news
Network
service.

about the people,” Silverbrand said. “You _ process for me,” Smith said. “That took a
'
can choose an age and interest range. You
_lot of pressure off for me, because I already _ ports responsible dating and is for people
os _ to — 2 sng coe
o!
2 as his way
tarks create

*

Starks said it will provide the students
with
eehands-on experience and a small comr
na
ae

can read between thelinesin their portfolios
before you meet them.”

_ sort of knew the person.”
Michelle, who is dating

“After choosing a person I would call

year-old motherand ievataie theluxury

back to the community. He organizes the

them up and ask her out to coffee and talk.I
met some very interesting people this way.

—_ of getting out much. Because she is raising
_ her daughter she doesn’t have the chance to

Dating Game at Club West Friday and Saturday nights to encourage responsible dat-

i

meet many men, she said.

ing. The winners go out on a free dinner

gt

my fiancee,” he said.
Chances Are is ideal for a shy person,

“It’s ahell ofalot easier to meet someone.
You don’t have to go out to meet people,”

date.
Starks also plans to integrate TLC and

ce
Said Mart,

Silverbrand said. Youalreadyknowtheper-

Michelle said.

But the most interesting person I met was__

son before you go out with them, after seeing
their profile.

Smith, is a 24-

HSU’s business school. Ina year or SO he

Matchmaking services have many posi- _ hopes the students will be running the program.
tive points. Starks said his company sup-
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“This ° makes me
singles.
a * o
eel like I have a purpose in life,
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Company turns recycled glass into art
@ The recycling center and an Arcata
company turns trashed glass into
designer dishes.
Krebs said the cost of transport-

By Charles Hoey

ing recyclable glass makes it diffi-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

cult to finda viable market outside
Inan effortto find profitable uses

for the tons of material Arcatans
recycle every year, an Arcata company will turn glass from the Arcata

next door to the center — eliminates freight costs.

“The economics of handling
glass are not good,” Krebs said.
“That’s why the center focused

Community Recycling Centerinto
decorative tiles and plates.
Fire &

Light, the
firm

re-

the area. Providing the raw materials for Fire & Light — located

a
EI
eS
T

hes

AS

sponsible
for _ the
tssahiliines:

It's exciting because it
:
takes recycled material

tation ofthe

and turns ths
it into
functional art.”

idea, will
produce
bowl

mee
signed

for many
years on

:

developingalocal
market.”

The
Bins
serial
for
irgi

carenens

by

Director, Arcata Community

local artist

Recycling Center

8

saint * x

costs less

George

than

Bucquet.
Production of the dinnerware will
beginin mid-November. Next year

cycled

the company plans to design decorative glass tiles.
The plant will begin production

with one oven, using a quarter ton
of glass per day. A second oven
will be on line after eight weeks,
doubling production. In the future, the next step will be to get a2
ton-a-day tank fired up.
“It’s exciting because it takes
recycled material and turns it into
functional art,” said Kate Krebs,

director of the Arcata Community
Recycling Center.

re-

glass, so the impetus for recycling
it is environmentally based rather
than economically motivated, she
said.
The recycling center spends
$27 per ton to ship the glass to a
plant in the Bay Area. The glass
industry pays $40 per ton for clear

glass and $15 per ton for colored
glass. Fire & Light will buy the
glass at current market rates, allowing the recycling center to incur only the cost of separating the
glass. The microwave-safe dishes
will sell for $15 to $45 each.
While the recycling center is

CHARLES HOEY/ LUMBERJACK STAFF

Eric Hansen, right, and Chris Ackerman,

both of Arcata, melt glass in an oven as part of the

production process for glass dishes. The oven burns at a temperature of 1,200 degrees Celsius.

the majority shareholder of Fire &
Light, it is only one of 35 environmentally conscious investors who
pooled capital for the project.

While the idea of developing a
local market for recycled glass has
been floating around for a long
time, Bucquet proposed using his
designs.

He sold his bowl and plate designs to Fire & Light because he

wanted to explore more artistic
areas in glass production but did
not want to expand his business.
The deal was beneficial to both
parties, he said.
“For me this is more expedient
because I can get on to new work,”
he said. “The dinnerware represents one third of my business and
(Fire & Light) got about 200 accounts with it.”
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Bucquet said the company is
walking into an existing business,
which should provide them with
some immediate cash flow.
The plant will use mostly clear
glass from the recycling center and
will color it to match Bucquet’s
dinnerware.
“We plan to be as close — if not
exactly true — to (his) color palette,” Krebs said.

shies)
Nelson Hall East 6
Arcata, Calif. 95521
(707) 826-3271 FAX (707)
826-5921

Buy ¢ Sell * Trade
Loans on anything of value
315 F Street
Eureka, CA

95501

(707) 445*8332
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thejack@axe.humboldt.edu
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Community Clips

counseling are available for men,
women and couples.
Call now while funds are available. The number is 442-5709

Library celebrates
grand opening

holiday campaign
Between Thanksgiving and
Christmas 1994, 1,771 people
were killed nationwide in alcoholrelated traffic accidents.
The Humboldt-Del Norte chapter ofMothers Against Drunk Driving kicks off its holiday awareness
campaign “Project Red Ribbon”
today with a rally and press conference at Safeway on West Harris
Street in Eureka.
MADD encourages everyone to
tieared ribbon toa visible place on
their vehicles to serveasa reminder
to drive sober.
The ribbon signifies the owner
of the vehicle has chosen to “tie
one on for safety.”

Jazz Festival

needs volunteers
The sixth annual Dixieland Jazz
Festival seeks volunteers to sell tickets and promotional items in the
new ticket outlet “All That Jazz” in
the Bayshore Mall.
From Nov. 10 through March
28, “All

That Jazz” needs volun-

teers to work daily shifts from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. and from 2 to 5 p.m.
Anyone interested should call
445-3378.

Center offers
free vasectomies
Six Rivers Planned Parenthood

offers free or low-cost tubal ligations or vasectomies.

Dedication ceremonies begin at
11 a.m. Local and state officials
will speak and the Eureka High

School Band will play. The formal
ribbon cutting ceremony will be at

noon.
The public will be able to take
guided tours of the new library.
Tours will leave every 15 minutes
from the building’s Large Meeting
Room.
Music will be featured on both
floors and a variety of costumed
characters will welcome visitors.

Quit the habit,

get a survival kit

KEITH SHEFFIELD/ CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Smokers who want to kick the
habit can join millions of Americans and do it Nov. 16, the day of
the Great American Smokeout.
The Humboldt-Del Norte chapter of the American Cancer Soci-

Rocky Horrors
Fanatics of the cult classic film “The Rocky Horror Picture Show” — which was the
midnight movie Halloween weekend at the Arcata Theater — show off their costumes.

ety will offer survival kits to help
potential non-smokers get through
the day.
The kits will include literature

Adoption
|

describing why it’s important to |
quit, how to quit and how to re- | © Continued from page 11
main a non-smoker. Also included
ing for a home.
are trinkets to keep the smoker
She said the main reason for
busy.
_ adopting foreign children are the
These kits will be distributed at |
weet
| strict requirements imposed on
various health organizations and | adopting parents by the U.S. govbusinesses

and

at the American

| ernment.

Cancer Society office, 2942 F St.,
“The simple answer is not evEureka.
| erybody will qualify for younger
For more information call the
children here,” she said. “Single

American Cancer Society at 4421436.

Tubals are offered in the clinic

ora hospital setting. Education and

parents do not qualify for younger
children so they can go toa foreign
country and get an infant.”
In addition to the denial of requests by single parents, Savage
said older couples are often turned
away by the U.S. government.
“Some couples may be considered too old for younger children... some families who already

have a couple of children might
not be able to apply for an infant in

as El Salvador and Columbia.

any other program,” she said.

panded its horizons and matched
families
from
Humboldt,
Mendocino and Del Norte counties with children from at least | |

Savage said Adoption Horizons
does not deny families an adoption
based on the government’s narrow
rules.
Aside from the requirements in
the initial agency approval stage,

she said they require the family “be
flexible and open to parenting children not born to them.”
Adoption Horizons has done
intercountry adoption since it was
founded in 1982.
Kathleen Zamboni, former di-

rector and founder of Adoption
Horizons, began the foreign adoption relations with countries such

countries, including Korea, Japan,

Chile and Guatemala.

Of the 18 children the agency
placed last year, three were
intercountry

adoptions

from

China, Thailand and India.

This year, theagency has already
placed one child from Romania
and has seven families waiting to
gotoChina_ three ofwhich willbe
going later this month to meet the
children they’ve been matched
with.
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Doctors, researchers explore herbal

q 7

alternatives to modern medicine
@ As “Humboldt Crud”
time rolls around, many
are seeking the best way
to remain healthy.

Alternatives to prescription medication to combat the “Humboldt Crud”
Coltsfoot

By Melton A. Hatch lil

Soothes inflamed mucus

Best as a tea.

membranes. Included in cough
syrups, asthma teas and herbal
smoking mixture for asthmatics.

(Tussilaso farfara)

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Ithas yet to hit— the drizzling outdoors, the
steamy classrooms filled with damp, wheezing, hacking, sniffling bodies — but it will.
According to Lawrence Frisch, medical

Yad

Coneflower »

(Echinacea andwetifgli

Stimulates immune system and
dissipates fevers. Regarded as
one of the foremost blood
purifiers and antibiotics.

A

4

chief of staffat the Health Center, between the

months of November and January there is a

marked increase in patients with complaints
of chest congestion, coughs and sinus infec-

Tinctures — a medicinal
substance in an alcoholic

solution. One tablespoon is
taken 3 to 6 times daily for
headaches, dizziness and fever.

tions.

Flu hits hardest between December and
February and pneumonia occurs at anaverage

Foremost as an antiseptic and

|

_

Golden seal

of once per week through this period.

Frisch said naming the malady the “Humboldt Crud” actually has a medical basis because combined factors such as damp weather
and a high-rate of marijuana smoking contribute to an especially large number of compromised immune systems on campus.

Herbal alternatives
Bacterial infections such as bronchitis are
dealt with by antibiotics. There is no practical

(Hydrastis canadanesis)

K

Wild licorice

ACER (Glycyrthiza glabru)

for stopping bleeding. Treats
inflamed eyes. Used in
eye drops by drug manufacturers

Soothes mucus membranes —
used as a cough remedy.
Expectorant.

Taken orally via tablet or
liquid form. Often combined
with a fruit juice for taste.

Root is chewed. Powdered

root may be added to tea.

assassin for viruses like colds and flus, but

because they weaken the immune system to
bacterial agents — and colds like the rhino
virus can lead to or are accompanied by infections — antibiotics are often prescribed.

ee: Garlic

However, antibiotics can’t cure every bug

(Allium sativum)

and have problems of their own, like their
waning power against the ever-mutating pool
of world-wide bacteria.
“I’m really concerned about pneumonia,”
Frisch said. “In places like Spain almostall the

Ginkgo

pneumonia cases are resistant to antibiotics

and 30 percent of the bacteria in kid’s throats
were resistant to penicillin.
“It’s something I’m very worried about because if those kids come down with pneumonia they might not be cured.”
Others, like John Yamas, an Arcata practitioner of Oriental medicine and an acupuncturist, said the destruction of health-protecting micro flora in the individual is another
weakness of antibiotic therapy.

Concerns like these have led toa trend away
from modern medicine toward a number of
alternative approaches such as homeopathy
— or the use of toxic herbs in small doses to
strenghten the body’s immune system — for
everything from the crud to cancer.

Criticism of herbs as medicine
The chemicals found in herbs are responsible for their medicinal uses, both in herbalism
as well as in modern medicine. However,

these same chemicals — as well as others
found in the plant — can be toxic.
Ginseng contains scopolamine which af-

fects the central nervous system and is approved only for use as an anesthetic during
certain surgical procedures.
The anti-inflammatory properties of
glycrhizin, a cortisone-like substance in wild
licorice, “may justify its use in the treatment of
inflammations (like those in the chest associated with coughs).” according to Reader

(Ginkgo biloba)

Antibiotic, antiseptic.
Used for infections,
sore throats and
respiratory problems.

Herbalist recommend eating
raw garlic though commercially
prepared pills can be taken.

Used as a sedative, astringent to

Ginkgo can be desiccated for

dry mucus membranes, brings
fever down and stops wheezing

inclusion in capsules or
infused into tinctures.

in asthmatic conditions.

GREG MAGNUS/EDITOR IN CHIEF

SOURCE: “Chinese Herbs," by John Keys

Digest’s “Magic and Medicine with Plants.”
But glycrhizin can cause paralysis of the
limbs, electrolyte imbalance, high blood pres-

sure and is dangerous to those with hypertension and kidney conditions.
Pennyroyal may produce spontaneousabor-

tion in pregnant women.
Some herbalists prescribe it just for this
purpose and while some say itis only effective

in “deficient” people, two tablespoons of its
oil has caused death and half a teaspoon has
been shown to induce comas.
“It’s unfortunate that people make those
kind of mistakes,” said Christa Sinadinos, who

practices at Arcata Health Alliance. “Essential
oils are acres and acres of plants. They’re

extremely potent and should only be used
externally or in steams or in very small quanti-

ties under the advice of a professional. I send
anyone who comes to me about an abortion to
a regular clinic.”
Goldenseal contains hydrastine — responsible for the plants proven antiseptic properties. This, along with its hemostatic proper-

ties, makes it a treatment for inflamed and/or

infected eyes.
Hydrastine is “toxic and dangerous,” according to Rodale’s “Encyclopedia of Herbs”
and “should not be taken internally. Large

quantities will over stimulate the nervous system and may produce convulsions and miscarriage. Other possible toxic reactions include nausea, vomiting and diarrhea.”
Other herbalists, however, do prescribe it

in certain dosages for colds and flus due to a
supposed immune boosting property and an
ability to boost the powers of herbs it accompanies.
Toxic mistakes and consequences

Many herbs have poisonous look-a-likes.
There are stories of people dying from ingesting a plant they thought was harmless
when in fact it was deadly.

One man died not because the herb he
“wild crafted” was poisonous but because it

was growing on a sight where an industrial
operation had dumped arsenic.

Improperly packaged herbal preparations
— especially from Asia - have been found to

contain carcinogenic aflotoxins or the bacte-

ria salmonella.
Herbalists counter these results by stating
many of the tests used to establish toxicity are
done with concentrations many times more
powerful than are ever actually prescribed.
Because modern drugsare concentrated and/
or synthetic variations of traditional folk remedies, such horror stories are not unique to

alternative medicine practice.
“If you were to use the same logic to judge
what kind of stuff goes on in hospitals — with
the kind of errors that happen there every day
— you would have to shut down all the hospitals. But you wouldn’t want to condemn all
those people who benefit from hospitals
based
on just that,” Yamas said.
Since 1983 there have been an average of
100,000 deaths each year from FDA approved
prescription drugs. In the same time period
the American Poison Control Center said

over-the-counter drugs are responsible for
320 deaths on average annually. Vitamins,

See Herbs, page 19
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Herbal remedies
Researchers separate, classify herbs and their functions
the body. Goldenseal and honeysuckle are
“cooling” herbs, which cool the body’s tem-

@ Scientists and practitioners of herbal medicine
have developed an intricate classification system
over the past 200 years to figure out which herbs
fight which germs.
LUMBERJACK STAFF

While many people have just recently
discovered the potential medical advantage
of herbs, homeopathy has been around for

centuries.
In 1796 Samuel Hahnemann, a German

physician and founder of homeopathy, developed the theory that “any substance that
produces

specific toxic symptoms

in a

healthy person when given inits full strength
form, will cure a sick person with those
same symptoms when given in a very diluted, minute form.”

According to the theory, healing is seen
as coming from within. The doctor stimulates the healing process through “minimal
doses” of normally toxic substances.
Goldenseal, a medicine popular among
herbalists for its antiseptic, hemostatic (clotting of internal bleeding) and immune system boosting properties, is used by eyedrop

manufacturers.Plants with high-mucilage
contents, such as wild licorice and colts-

foot, are often used in cough remedies for
their ability to soothe irritated mucous mem-

amu

ss

Full and Self=8 CPVICE

@

branes.

When lung congestion sets in, Sinadinos

perature.

might prescribe a tea containing yerba santa

Several uses of herbs
Most often herbs are given in combina-

cherry bark among others.
“Marshmallow root is good for sore

(an expectorant), osha, coltsfoot and wild

throats,” she said. “Anise, yarrow and inula
are some good antispasmodics for a bad

Herbalists place labels on herbs to ex-

tions to combat sickness.
John Yamas, an Arcata practitioner of Onental medicine, said he might approach a

plain their medical applications. Such labels include expectorants (used to bring up
phlegm), stimulants (stimulating all bodily

terial properties along with expectorants
such as honeysuckle.

and a cough syrup called Humboldt

Separating herbs

By Melton A. Hatch Ill

Vapors, teas and cough drops

functions, including the immune system),

diaphoretic (causing sweating) and antibiotics are associated with combating upper
respiratory and sinus infections.

Others, like aromatics (which open nasal
passages) and demulcents (which soothe
and moisten mucus membranes), are used
for treating the symptoms of sickness themselves. Hemostatics can be used to treat
inflamed eyes and soporifics to help pro-

vide sound sleeping.
Cayenne pepper, horseradish and ginger
are expectorants. Other expectorants are
horehound (alsoademulcent), angelica root,
hyssop and coltsfoot.
Garlic is a proven antibiotic. Goldenseal,
licorice, echinacea and horseradish are oth-

ers.
Feverfew,

ginger,

oregano,

cayenne,

horseradish and coffee are all stimulants.
Other herbs are used to treat temperature

conditions. Ginger is said to be a “warming” herb, which rises the temperature in

lung infection with huan lian for its antibac-

cough.”
Sinadinos makes her own cough drops

Hackaway.

also uses traditional formulas in alprepared tinctures, like “Yin Chiao”
imported cough syrup containing locitrus peel, licorice, ginger and men-

“For someone who comes in with a lung
infection I usually start by recommending
steams (inhaling vapors of boiled herbs)

Christa Sinadinoswho, practices at Arcata
Health Alliance, recommends a preventative tea for use during the crud season.

expectorant and antibacterial herbs,” she

He
ready
or an
quat,
thol.

It contains equal parts of licorice root,
astragalus, peppermint, rosehips (higher in
vitamin C thanany plant substance), nettles,
hibiscus, red clover and oat straw.

several times a day with herbs like thyme,
rosemary, peppermint with other soothing,
said.
Smoking or inhaling vapors herbs such
as coltsfoot to treat asthma and bronchitis
has been recommended since the days of
Dioscorides.
However, Varro Tyler, author of “The

Sinadinos also had other recommendations.

Honest Herbal,” said the vapor method “is

people because it’s an immune booster. But
every case is different,” Sinadinos said.
“Goldenseal is very drying. It can really
irritate and make worse a sore throat.”

With smoking, he said, “the mucilage
would be destroyed by burning and the
affect on already irritated membranes would

“Goldenseal is recommended by a lot of

She also said goldenseal is endangered
and shouldn’t be harvested in the wild by
someone not familiar with recognizing a
weakened habitat.

Colored Paper

Enlargements

Recycled Paper

Reductions

Binding

not volatile and would not reach the affected tissues.”

be increased irritation.”

The lack of standard, regulated practices
supported by documented research is just
one factor why the use of herbs as medicine
has come under fire.
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Herbs: Some researchers remain cautious about effectiveness
e Continued from page 17
minerals and amino acid supplements account for three deaths and herbal remedies

for none.
Yamas said he believes antibiotics aren’t
totally without merit but can have serious

side effects.
“Often times the healthy micro flora in
the intestinal tract is destroyed,” he said.
“Y east, normally kept in check by beneficial bacteria, grows. The lining of the colon
can become thin and yeasts, food particles
and toxins can pass into the bloodstream.

They’re all seen by your immune system as
something to fight, so your immune system
becomes overworked and weakened.
“You may feel weak and tired and get

recurrent flus. It doesn’t always happen,

but it happens enough that it’s a very unfortunate thing to whoever it happens to.”
Yamas agreed antibiotic use is behind
many cases of candidas albdicans yeast infection.
While the effects ofa high candidas count
is still debated, many attribute complaints
of long-term chronic immune deficiency,
reoccurring flus, weakness and fatigue to
the yeast, and call the condition “chronic
fatigue syndrome.”
Yamas said many students make the mistake of wanting to push on when they come
down with debilitating symptoms.
“They use over-the-counter medications
containing antihistamines and caffeine
which mask the symptoms but that weaken
the immune system in the long run,” Yamas
said.

“They can later come down with some-

thing that is going to take them longer to
recover from. What the body needsis rest.”
For the first signs ofa cold he prescribes

gentle herbal medications, such as Yin
Chou for sore throats, rest, liquids and a

diet low in phlegm causing foods
dairy.
“I also recommend

such as

consuming less

sweets since they have been clinically shown
to drain the immune system.

“One mistake is that people often think
getting a lot of vitamin C isa good idea, and
while this might be true, most forms they
take it in, such as concentrated juices, are

Sinadinos said when one does push too

hard and comes down with something serious they need to understand herbal use is
not always simple.
Yamas agreed both established medicine

and herbal remedies can be used too aggressively or incorrectly.

“We treated a guy who had the
crud for a year and had been
treated both by modern doctors

and was taking lots ofherbs — on
his ownand by the advice of other

herbalists. We had him out of
here in a week.

comparable to that of (the antibiotic) streptomycin,” said Hson-Mon Chang in his
documentation of Oriental medical research,
Chang also cited a clinical study of 600
chronic bronchitis patients treated with
Gingko biloba that documented an 89 to 99
percent effectiveness in relieving “coughs, asthma and in expectorating.”
The differences between the
two forms of medicine are often
ambiguous.
One British study published

often rich in sugars.”
Sinadinos agreed with Yamas’ advice,
adding wheat to the phlegm causers. She
also said meat is a sapper of much needed
energy.

“Tt’sallinhow youuseit. We’ve
had several such cases,” Yamas

in the Dec. 10, 1994 issue of the

said.

aimed at determining how the

Common

— in just weeks or less, by using some

ciple that small doses of potentially harmful

substances can augment a healthy response

and pot smoking are behind the prevalence
of the crud among HSU students.

modern antibiotics and lots of herbal remedies — she had treated them successfully.
“In China — where the people have the
freedom to choose between western and

“Studies have shown that smokers have

traditional medicine — the old practices

a much higher incidence of colds and they
recover more slowly from the colds than

have stayed in such common use that such
errors of misidentification are rare and since
it is so widespread misuse — such as that
which might occur with pennyroyal — is

of potentially toxic substances work contributes to the lack of acceptance of these
remedies in mainstream medical practice,”
Sinadinos said.

causes of crud

Both Sinadinos and Frisch said household dust and molds, second-hand smoke

non-smokers,” Frisch said.

Sinadinos said lifestyle changes and becoming in tune with one’s immune system
help because people then know what to do
when the slightest respiratory or sinus
changes occur.
They need to know things like how to
expectorate with yerba santa and how to
boost their vitality and strength with nettles
as well as what foods are going to tax their
immune system’s resources and energy.

medical journal “Lancet” was
effectiveness ofhomeopathy can

“In China the doctor I studied

under treated people who had
been sick for a very long time and

John Yamas

also rare,” she said.

Yamas said academic institutions in China
and Japan have conducted far more research
into the efficacy of pure plant infusions than
western institutions have.

either be proved or disproved.

The article stated “the prinis no stranger to accepted medical practices

— e.g., desensitization for allergy.
“The failure to explain how small doses

“Yet (mainstream) clinicians are not always aware of the mechanisms that make
the drugs they use work. Their decision to
prescribe is based more on proven efficacy.”
“J think herbal treatments can be one of
the solutions,” Frisch said.

Research often compares such remedies

He recommended any student wanting

to modern medical practices.
Huan lian had a “cure rate of 36 percent

to use herbal medications should consult
someone who practices both as an herbalist

and it’s effective rate over 1.7 days was

and as a licensed medical practitioner.
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Ani DiFranco is not another angry ‘Pretty Girl’ in music
ship between DiFranco and her drummer
Andy Stochansky.
“Tt is really hard being ina van with someone 24 hours a day. We come awfully close
to killing each other sometimes,” she said.
“We try to take it one day at a time and it just
sort of works.”

By Carrie Bell
SCENE EDITOR

unk folk singer Ani DiFranco is
more thana “little-punky-bisexualfuck you-revolutionary-tamponfeminist girl,” which proves one can’t believe everything they see or hear.
“Everything
choose to beina
in a telephone
Buffalo, N.Y.

DiFranco, who claims to be a fan of every-

thing from world and jazz to thrash and hiphop music, said always being on the road
also influences her work.
“My career isa solitary one so I spend lots
of my time on the road working on new

I say is free game because I
publiclight,” said DiFranco
interview from her home in
“But I get surprised at how

immature or sensational it (the media) can
become. You talk to them for hours and
then they whittle it down to a couple of
easily digested minutes.”
Although a recent interview with MTV
was guilty of this pigeonholing, the “eternal
optimist” DiFranco feels the situation as a
whole is getting better for two reasons.
“In general, people are just getting used

material,” she said. “There is musical influ-

ence floating in from all over the place in my
life and my environment. I am pulling my
creativity out of the air of some little motel
room in buttfuck America.”
Every once in awhile DiFranco gets a
chance to take her creativity back to the
studio where she produces her own records
and designs the artwork. She has decided to
take this talent one step further with the
decision to produce other artists on her

to the fact that girls can have anger too and

that they are justas capable ofbeing up front
about it,” she said. “Women musicians are

label.
Her first project is Utah Phillips who she

gaining more acceptance and a new vo-

cabulary and avenues on the stage to express their emotions and opinions.
“T also think it is changing for me personally because I am out there so often and

describes as “a very wise storyteller, folk
singer and good person.”
“] have always had the dream of helping

people see me keep proving over and over
that lam ever so human. I am actually kind
of giggly and quite non-threatening in per-

but up until now we have never had the
money or the time,” she said.

other musicians that share my crazy ideals
Although a release date hasn’t been set,

son.”

work will start on the Phillips CD in December when DiFranco finishes her current tour.
She hopes the time at home will allow her to
begin recording for yet another album ofher

With her cover blown it’s easy to see what
25-year-old DiFranco and her career really
is — a blend of hard work, artistic talent,

constant touring and fierce idealism.

own.

DiFranco, who wears press-on nails rein-

“I am full of all these songs already and
,there are so many places to go. I would love
to be able to stop everything else I’m doing

forced with electrical tape to accomplish
fast-paced complicated guitar picking and
strumming, played her first solo gig of mostly

and put it together now,” she said.

Beatles’ covers in a seedy Buffalo bar at age
9,

Unlike many other artists, she can’t pinpoint the exact moment or reason she de-

cided to be a musician.
“T one day just asked for a guitar and my
parents humored me,” she said. “Maybe I
should just make something up so I can

answer the question. One
circus and there was a
accordion. The monkey
Then and there I decided

day I went to
monkey with
had it going
to make music

the
an
on.
for

a living. Ah, that’s better.”
Apparently, DiFranco didn’t need a reason to start writing original material at 15, to

move to New York City at 16 or to loot her
bank account and borrow money to finance
her self-titled debut at 20.
Now five years and seven CDs later,
DiFranco has remained true to herself by
rejecting deals from major and indie labels, starting her own company — Righ-

teous Babe Records — and using inde-

pendent distributors and on-site sales to

get her music to the people.

PHOTO COURTESY OF RIGHTEOUS BABE RECORDS

seedy Buffalo bar, plans
Ani DiFranco, who started her music career at 9 in a
indie labels never made.
to be the “million” the music industry’s major and

clubs” although she has enjoyed more attention in the mass media within the last year.
reer by doing it this way, but I wouldn’t be
“(The mainstream expowherelamiflhadn’t,”she __
sure) isn’t going to change
said. “I get to remain true
me or how I do things beto my political ideals and
cause it isn’t my priority,”
still pay the rentand havea
she said. “If I don’t tour
cool job. If fame and forconstantly, it all kind of
tune is what you would
comes to a halt. I like to
like, I wouldn’t suggest this
think of myself as a worktactic.”
Kate Buchanan Room ing musician.”
DiFranco considers her
This rigorous travel
=
independent career to be
schedule also has its effect on the relationin
based “on playing music for people live

“I have probably thwarted my own ca-

She promises to remain true to her sparse
style but hopes to add a bass player to the
line-up to the next CD as well as to her stage
show.
“I have been looking for one forever but I
won't settle for just anyone,” she said. “It
would open more options for me. Now if I
stop playing, the song stops.”
DiFranco said she will also continue to
try and “break through the usual restrictions on women’s speech and feelings.”
She often accomplishes this through her
point-blank confessional style and passionate lyrics.
“T am fascinated by juxtaposing hysterics
with serious subjects like abortion (as in the
outakes of “Tiptoe,” a poem on “Not a
Pretty Girl”) because we are always taught
to not talk about those taboo things,” she
said.
“And if we do, we are to taught to treat
them with great solemnity, regret or remorse
— which I don’t agree with. IfI find my life
funny, no one can stop me from laughing.”
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Row, Row Your Boat” as Ben and

other legendary band, but it had its

place and influence. Songs like
“(I’m Not Your) Steppin’ Stone”
and “Mary, Mary” have been covered by bands in all genres.
The album also allows the later,

and less poppy, years ofthe Monkees
to be exposed. “D.W. Washburn”
is a ragtime-inspired tune where the
boys use their best falsettos. “Listen
to the Band” is a complex experimental composition that alluded to
the future sound of groups like Chicago and The Eagles.
If you are still worried the
Monkees might not be on the cool
end of the retro revival maybe you

|
The Monkees
“Greatest Hits”
Rhino

Call the Monkees what you
will — bubble gum pop, handpicked industry fakes or zany
guys who tried to be the American version of The Beatles.
But don’t forget to call the
band a classic and integral part
of childhood for all those raised
in the TV generation. Rhino
Records has released the latest
compilation of 20 hits by the
band,

who

will celebrate

Add good ol’ angst (not like we
have enough of that to go around)

and some paltry Oasis-style whin-

horns, which

ing and you have, well, crap. Wake
me when it’s over.
— Mark Smith
4

does increase the

ability-to-listen factor.
Youare better offbuying the real
thing if yqu have a place in your
heart for this genre. Try a Bee Gees

album ora CD by longtime lounge

lizards like Tom Jones or-Barry
Manilow.
— Carrie Bell

Banana Splits meant more to him”

AC / DC

than other rock ’n’ roll bands of
that era.

“Ballbreaker”
EastWest Records

— Carrie Bell

In 1974, a band emerged from

Sweetwater
“Superfriends”

roll: raw, intense music with abso-

“Powerful Pain Relief”

There wasa time when the mere
mention of the hallowed city of
Seattle brought forth dreams of
Nirvana,
Soundgarden,
Mudhoney and Screaming Trees.
However, like any “next big

a

thing,” Seattle was bound to falter.
Enter Sweetwater.
This band proves how deriva-

ARN
oC
TAN CMAN
Alaska's Naa Kahidi presents an

Z.00/BMG

This band sounds as if it is ona
personal mission to take back the
lounge with its cheesy vocals, funky
grooves and breezy choruses.
Most of the songs sound like bad
°70s rip-offs.
The first song reminds
listeners of a hybrid between the
“Seseme Street” theme and “Row,

Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm

Twenty-one years later, AC/DC
still hasn’t grown up. The band’s
latest release “Ballbreaker” contains all the elements which make

This high-energy, alternative

Latin 1022 Festival

singer-songwriter is featured

in this months Rolling Stone

tates

PLAZA

DESIGN

Magazine. See her now while

Two of the most respected names in

you still can!

PUB

VAC iaser Am Olalia aes}

$15 General
$10 HSU Students

$14 General

“Ballbreaker” doesn’t break any
new ground, it is refreshing to
see the band chooses to write

about what it knows best: preadolescent male sexuality.

In an era where rock groups
seem to find the need to address
social problems they know noth-

ing about, cuts such as “Cover

You In Oil,” “Ballbreaker” and
“Caught With Your Pants
Down” reflect AC/DC’s commit-

ment to make quality rock’n’ roll
and leave the moral dilemmas of
life to overpaid and charismatic
television evangelists.
— Fohn Conzemius

eee eee eee

lie)

Mongo Santamaria—team up for an
all-star jam. Humboldt's own PM
Jazz Band opens the show.

Sonic Youth
“Washing Machine”
DGC
Never known as hitmakers,
Sonic Youth has walked the fine
line between mainstream success

and indie credibility (although
the group is on DGC) since

See Rants & Raves, page 24

NGA
The Riders round up their own brand

of western music and whimsical

eT em

ee ee

UA Lee TasE AN)

mem TLE

aL tra a Bo)

Van Duzer Theatre, 7pm

$15 General
PSUR ane)
Seniors/Kids

Saturday, November 11

Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm

MCCS
a Ng
eee

AC/DC was bragging it had “the
biggest balls of them all.”

NTN RTTRL

Kate Buchanan Room, 8pm
ACE MC Taulia ae)

lutely no redeeming social value.
While lesser groups pondered the
hiddenand so-called “deep” themes
of “buying a stairway to heaven,”

OO Ose

extraordinary evening of Tlingit
Native American theater.

Brain Johnson’s sandpapersmooth vocal stylings and shamelessly insipid lyrics (i.e. “No firewater/ No Novocain/ No thunNo John
derstorm/ And
Wayne”) all combine to form a
product no subsequent band has
been able to match.
While it must be said

what was truly great about rock ’n’

Love Jones

Angus

Young’s blistering guitar solos,

Australia representing a return to

EastWest Records

Mer TC

PM te

Jonathon sweetly belt out
“everybody’s doing, doing their
thing” over and over again.
Much of the music sounds like it
was made using the pre-recorded
beats and hand claps on the common synthesizer and should probably be in the background ofa lowbudget porn film.
Sometimes the tracks like “Rollon” or “Stars” are spiced up with

Stone that “the Monkees and the

Believer” and “Daydream Believer” which all have withstood
the test of time.
It isn’t Jimi Hendrix, Bob
Marley, Led Zeppelin or any

<
e

cycle, Recycle, Recycle.”

ultimate cool kid Michael Stipe
(R.E.M). He recently told Rolling

the

to Clarksville,” “I’m

talists, their motto would be: “Re-

should take some advice from the

30th anniversary of its formation in 1996,
The height ofthe CD is surely
the group’s theme song which
opens the collection. Butitmight
be tied with the classics “Last
Train

tive “alternative music” has become.
Sweetwater’s “Superfriends” is
chock full of clichés and that grungy
guitar the kids love so. If the guys
in Sweetwater were environmen-

unique.

group

the

$17 General

at

$13 Students/Seniors

Federation Program

COMINS SOO.

TMC

Mma
CONTRI mela

ON NNIAT
TENA

Neen

Naa

Kahidi

Theater

Poncho ae

ont

an

AA/LO

iestitutror
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‘Orestes’ is avant garde look at ancient Greek myth
By Carrie Bell
SCENE EDITOR

“Orestes” — a play only produced on this planet six previous

times — is “a nightmare, really.”

when their mother took a lover
while their father was away at war.
Adding modern monologues made
it relevant to modern viewers as

did the inclusion of a disco ball, a

fact, it could actually be hard for
people to watch because of its of-

phone-inastrologer named Farley,
a blow-up doll and an issue of Seventeen magazine.
“It can be hard to understand

action,” said Mary Agnes Krell,

but that is why it isn’t boring,”

“It is not traditional theater. In

fensive subject matter and chaotic

the production’s director. “Ittakes
a look at where we are now and can

really get under the skin. This is

punked theater.”
This version — which will be
performed in Gist Hall Theatre
Thursday, Friday and Saturday at

because there are so many elements

Krell said. “Usually theater gives
you one ortwostories for two hours
which isn’t real life and is likely to
put you to sleep. This play is sev-

eral stories and subplots for the
mind to keep in order.”
Krell, who cites David Lynch

8 p.m. —
isarewrite

and Ingmar
Bergman as

of
origina

oo
:

Greek

myth

by

Theater

|

Previe

Orestes

some ofherinfluences, feels
she wasableto

©

direct such an

Charles L.
Mee. Mee

8 p.m. Thursday,
F riday and Saturday

aggressive
piece because

has incor-

Gist Hall Theatre

she is new to

porated
contemporary sources such as Wil-

liam S. Burroughs, serial killer John
Wayne Gacy, Soap Opera Digest,
Bret Easton Ellis and transcripts
from the Anita Hill-Clarence Thomas sexual harassment hearings.
“Charles is cooler than anything
in the whole world,” Krell, a the-

ater arts graduate student, said.
“Although he is a world-famous
playwright who has worked with

famous directors, he still took the

time out to e-mail me whenever I
had questions or wanted to discuss our production with him.
“Hehastakena story thatis thousands of years old and made it as
important to contemporary audiences as it was to the original one.”
The story is about a grieving,
insanity-stricken Orestes, who
murdered his mother six days earlier at the request of his sister
Electra. The children were angered

theater and
isn’t bound by “the usual taboos.”
Much of the rest of the department
was a little more skeptical about
such a “modern,

untraditional”

production.
“There was a lot of resistance

when I first started to direct it but
it has gotten better now that my

PHOTO COURTESY OF BRENDA BISHOP

Director Mary Krell (right) sits close to the action during rehearsal to help theater arts sophomore
Charlene O’Ferral, who portrays Tape-mouth woman, coordinate her lines with stage presence.

play than any other I have ever

worked on. But it has made it more
exciting to take them there and see
them master it.”
Another complication source

still while destroying the building
around it.
“J really enjoy working in spaces
isn’t as sharp as I wanted but there
is a lot of awkwardness.”
Krell warns the play might not

be suitable to some because of male

tioning the state of things.”

(HSU) was because I knew it was

exercises to get to know the space.”
The set, designed by theater arts

an environment open to new and

senior Cameron McNall, was built

out of mostly reusable or recyclable

materials for under $100. It is an
array of multi-level platforms, steel
pipes, concrete blocks and other
broken objects.

ence hasn’t been easy.
“J have lost sleep for the last few

“T designed it to match the metaphorweall came up with,” McNall
said. “There was supposed to bea
high heel on broken glass and the

so complicated,” she said. “The
actors have struggled more on this

idea that a tornado had hit. We
wanted it to seemas though the eye

CLOSE OUTS
ee
OUR BIGGEST SALE
OF THE YEAR

1027 I Street

ARCATA, CA 95521
(707)822-6264

21st Annual

FALL SALE
3 Days Only

5
DEALS

With

=<T'Q The Head
Friday e November 3
Kate Buchanan Room

Doors Open at 8:00

November 2-3-4
Instruments 20-50% Off
Electronics(Amps, Mics, etc) 20-50% Off

“We have worked really hard

“There is lots of quick moveset,” she said. “I’ve had the cast do

Music

aboutmasturbationand other sexual
acts and profanity. But she hopes it
won't keep audiences away.
and I think this is an interesting
piece,” she said. “I would feel that
I have succeeded if at least one
person leaves the show feeling different about the theater or ques-

and actors come together,” she
said. “One reason I came here

weeks because this thing has been

ashtray and left the ash perfectly

like this and watching the action
move through the set I created. It

ment through a rather dangerous

so many others around to direct
the musicals and things. But fuck
the fluff. It’s not for me.”
Despite her excitement, Krell
said getting it ready for an audi-

nudity, lesbian references, dialogue

was the extreme physical nature of
the play.

skeptics have seen the set, costumes

less conservative things. There are

of the storm had surrounded an

a concert benefit for

Books (Over 20,000 Titles) 20% Off

Strings 20% Off our normal LOW PRICE
-Other SALE items at ridiculously low prices-

10

$4 Students
$6 General

18 or older or

HSU ID required
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accidents are caused when drivers get distracted by the abnormal cleavage created by the
“push-up plunge bra.”
¢ Andy Rooney has posteda$1
million reward for information
leading to Nicole Brown’s killer.
¢ Pee-wee Herman, and his

¢ The English wonder couple
are calling it quits after six years

alter ego Paul Reubens, plan to

Branagh,

34, and

Emma Thompson, 36, said they
are separating because they have

drifted apart while spending long
periods away from one another to

pursue their acting and directing
careers.
¢ What goes up must come

|

down — at least in England.
The proposed law will ban the
Wonderbra stating too many car

San

album,

new

three

and “100%.”

“Washing

On

.

wid

re
meandering
Spacey,

jams like “The Diamond Sea”

percolate throughout thealbum.

Looking fora catchy single? Not
a chance, hotpants.
Perhaps the closest thing to a

single is “Little Trouble Girl,” a

’60s-style teen anthem Phil
Spector could have produced.
Kim Gordon and Kim Deal of
the Breeders sing sweetly overa
lazy, sad rhythm. The result is a
disconcerting listen.
Strangely enough, “Washing
Machine” is surprisingly subdued. Maybe becoming parents
mellowed Thurston and GorWhatever

case,

the

THE SHAKE & BAKE

“Washing Machine” is a typi-

MAESTROS

cal Sonic Youth album — ex-

at the Manila Community

cellent.

the Billboard 200.

ee

fag

— Mark Smith
Various

.

:

;

:

ar

arisons to Kurt Cobain can ruin

soundtrack

sal career. Art Alexakis of
Everclear could easily face such

“Mortal Kombat”
TVT

a drug addict. His childhood was

This CD is filled with 17
tracks that would be welcome
on most club dance floors. They
are filled with futuristic blips,
looped levels of sound and
samples of synthesizer.
This ear candy for the videogame generation hits a high with
the dark, scruffy vocals on

comparisons. Like Cobain, he was

riddled with tragedy and loneliness. He also sings, plays guitar

and writes emotionally-wrenching

songs ina three-piece trio from the
Northwest.
However,

Cobain,

unlike

Alexakis kicked the drugs. Henow
fronts the one of the most exciting

KMFDM’s “Juke-Joint Jezebel”

bands in the United States, a band

“Sparkle and Fade.”
Unlike much of the filler that
comes with albums, “Sparkle and
Fade” glimmers with gems. There’s

and the rave anthem “Control”
by ex-porn star Traci Lords.
It also encompasses the softer
side of techno with songs by the
Utah Saints and Orbital.

this

Offerings by Geezer, Type O

—

with a brilliant new album

not

single

a

on

loser

album.“Heroin Girl,” “Summerland,”“Pa
staars”and“The
fa leGreenSt
,
Twistinside” exhibit the stellar

d
MachineGun
ivean
_ NegatSister

of

less ofcourse you are into heavy

are sure to fulfill listeners’ hard-

core fantasies.

Everclear

The major letdown is Napalm
songwriting skills of Alexakis.
— un“Sparkle and Fade” continues ~ Death’s“Twistthe Knife”

“Sparkle and Fade”

where

er

Center

success while a band with the
best album of 1995 can’t even hit

Machine”

.

ee .
orchestras

and the Blowfish get to wallow in

ventures into an

’

don.

PLAGUE LOUNGE
JALOPAZ

friggin’ awful bands like Hootie

steps — actually, giant steps —
away from songs such as “Goo”

The Grateful Dead and Glenn

DEERHOOF
CQUCH of Eureka

Perhaps the only down note is

chine,” Sonic Youth takes a few

ing low since his arrest for indecent exposure — will appear as
the nephew of the network president on “Murphy Brown,” play
an animal catcher in the film
“Dunston Checks In” and ham it
up as a FBI agent in “Matilda.”
He has also been offered Matthew Broderick’s part ina Broadway musical.
— Carrie Bell

Francisco

Fade.”

Ma-

“Washing

imaginary world ruled jointly by

SAT NOV.4TH 7PM
From

“Daydream Nation.” With its

The actor — who has been lay-

of wedded bliss.
Kenneth

© Continued from page 20

Sonic Youth

have the last laugh.

bum should be a huge success.
However, it’s difficult to imaginea
better album than “Sparkle and|

“World

metal, speed guitars and the

Noise” left off — and takes it one

Capitol
Ina

Everclear’s

devil.

more step. If Everclear gets better

post-Nirvana world, com-

— Carrie Bell

with each album, then its next al-

~

$4 in Adu.
TIH available

$5 at door

at People's

Records,

The Works & Abductus Records
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PROGRESSIVE BEER NIGHT!

9:00

Long Island Iced Teas

10- 11 p.m...$1.00/glass
11 - 12 p.m....$1.25/glass

p.m.

Open Daily Serving

$3.50 each

Fridays
Frosted Cockfails!

saturdays

$2.75

Late Night

Margaritas
Daquiris
Pina Coladas

Burgers ¢ Homefried Potatoes
French Roast ¢ Beer/Imports
Wine ¢ Sierra Nevada on Tap

HOURS
MON - FRI 7:00AM - 2:00PM
SAT-SUN 8:00AM - 3:00 PM
1057 H STREET ¢ ARCATA ¢ 822-4650

Purple Hooters

75¢/glass

Fresh Pasta Daily Featured by
Humboldt Bay Pasta Co. Variety of
Garden Fresh Salads/ Happy Hour Prices
on Sierra Nevada- NOW OPEN!

4

Alabama Slammers

8-9 p.m....50¢/glass

Thurs /Fri/Sat
Nites
p.m.-

1/2 Liter Night!

Imports & Microbrews

Pints & Pasta
5:00

Thursday Night

Happy- Hour
9 p.m. - midnight

Free Popcorn - 7 T.V.’s
No One

/-

Under 21!

Please Don’t Drink & Drivelll
822-2302
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Naa Kahidi Theatre

tells stories on stage
eater Preview

Naa Kahidi Theatre
Friday 8 p.m.
$8, $14

By Leesa Coble
[UMBERJACK STAFF

One of their pieces is a Tlingit
creation myth involving Raven, one
of the archetypal tricksters, said
Stevens. Raven brought water to

the world through his brother-inlaw Ganuk. Raven tricked Ganuk
— who hoarded all of the water —
by putting dog feces on him and
then waking him up.

When Ganuk discovered what

The Naa Kahidi Theatre invites

he was covered in, he ran outside

years of oral tradition to HSU Fri-

pulled the lid off the water and
started gulping it, taking so much

you to “The Place Where You Go
to Listen” as it brings thousands of
day.

Six Native Alaskan storytellers
dress in traditional masks and regalia to preserve the Tlingit (proand
KLINK-et)
nounced
Athabascan cultures by reviving

ancient myths, songsand customs.
The troupe was established in
1986 by Tlingit elders of the
Sealaska Heritage Foundation who
wanted to preserve their culture
and language. The elders felt the
younger generation was drifting
away, said Lana Stevens, Tlingit
story teller and assistant art director.
“We hope to give young people
a feeling of what their culture was,

isand could be and to engage their
imaginations,” Athabascan storyteller Alan Hayton said.
Stevens said she hopes the
troupe and its show will inspire
the younger generation to find their
own story and culture. Yet the lessons they present transcend generations and are appropriate for all
ages.

to wash himself. Raven quickly

he had to spit some out which filled
the world with water.

Drumming, chanting and puppetry accompany the tales told ina

mixture of English, Tlingit and

Athabascan to create an authentic
evening of Native Alaskan culture.
“] think itis important for people
to hear our languages,” Hayton
said. “People have certain conceptions of Alaska. They are surprised
to find out about its diversity.”
In addition, Hayton said Naa
Kahidi enables them to embrace
theater — which has usually been
used against them — to educate
people and challenge negative ste-

reotypes which are often portrayed
about Native Americans.

The

group

has

traveled

through the United States,
Canada and Europe bringing
with its tales of pranks, creationism and creativity.
The troupe will perform Friday
at 8 p.m. in the Van Duzer The-

atre. Tickets are $14 general and
$8 for students and seniors.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CENTERARTS
The Naa Kahidi Theatre combines drumming, chanting, puppetry, masks and costumes to
preserve the Tlingit and Athabascan cultures and dispel negative stereotypes about Native
Americans. The Juneau, Alaska troupe will perform Friday at 8 p.m. in the Van Duzer Theatre.

TATE THEatres [BARGAIN F
Hwy 101 & Indianola Rd.
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442-3170
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W/

“Jade”
“ToWong

PG) Foo”

“Dangerous
;
Minds”

with

BODY PIERCING

$1.50 child)

large drink.
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JOHN LOPEZ

s

“Devil ina

Blue Dress”

_™
™“

itn

“Scarlet
Letter”

Coming Soon
“Assassins”

and “Seven”

Movies change on Fridays.

Don't forget $2 Tuesdays.

mi@lunie

HOUSE CALLS ONLY

$5

Lowest Priced Jewelry

1021 "I" ST ARCATA
6826-7604

Call

Student Discount
on Earth!
CMAA Certified

Confucius say:

444-3497

Eat Noodles

(Le Gary Phote)

820-4009
and pledge your support
for diverse public raaio

KHSU 90.5 FM

826-4805
Call today!

WE PLAY EXCITING:

i

HIGH STAKES INDIAN|BINGO
EVERY WEDNESDAY:~ SUNDAY.
WIN CARS, CASH & PRIZES.

BIG $$$ PROGRESSIVE BINGO

SPECIAL GAMES PLAYED TOO.

(101 NORTH)

¢
TRINIDAD
1 MKE

TRINIDAD
Ex!

SOUTH ON
SCENIC
Uitivt

CARDROOM FUN EVERY DAY!
SPECIAL & NO LIMIT TOURNEYS
JACKPOT "21", OMAHA,
TEXAS HOLD'EM, HI/LO & OTHERS.

VIDEO SLOTS/POKER:
BIG PROGRESSIVE JACKPOTS,

NICKLES TO DOLLAR MACHINES

HUNGRY?

ARCATA

OPEN:

677-3611

DELI DINER OPENS DAILY @ 11AM

7 DAY Seri & SAT/24HRS.
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Professor Kenneth Ayoob to char m with his clarinet
By Leesa Coble
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Clarinetist Kenneth Ayoob
draws from three centuries to create an evening of melodic solo and
chamber music for the third concert in the Music Faculty Artist
Series Saturday.
Ayoob, an assistant music professor, will perform two solo pieces
and will be joined by friends and
colleagues — including his wife
Virginia Ayoob (who plays bassoon) — for four other pieces.
“What

I tried to do,” he said,

“was present
of music as I
away with —
not otherwise

as broad a spectrum
thought I could get
(things) you might
get to hear.”

He said he wanted to highlight
the clarinet and present it in many
different contexts to show how
many different ways it can sound
and how interesting the combinations can be.
Ayoob will begin with solo clarinet piece “Three Etudes On
Themes of Gershwin” — written
by British composer Paul Harvey
in the mid ’70s — which he describes as “a little jazzy.”
Music professor and pianist
Deborah Clasquin willjoin Ayoob
for “Premiere Rhapsody” by
Claude Debussy — “one of the
masterpieces of the clarinet reper-

toire.” Clasquin performed 20th
century compositions in the first
faculty series program.

EDOM UNNIC

IDA

VANNT ONE

“Fantasy Trio” by Robert
Muczynskiand “Quatuor” by Jean
Francaix will be the two chamber
pieces presented in the program.
Ayoob said ‘Fantasy’ is very melodic and rhythmic while at the
same time very exciting. “Quatuor”
centers around the flute and the
oboe rather than the clarinet.
“The (chamber) pieces are very
approachable,” he said. “They

aren’t really dissonant, obscure or

cold.”
Although clarinet is the showpiece of the concert, Ayoob
adapted “Sonata For Flute Alone”

byJ.S. Bach forthealto saxophone.

Because Bach died before the saxophone was invented, Ayoob said if
you want to play the repertoire,
you have to “borrow” it.
“It’s not the kind of saxophone
you're used to hearing but it lends
itself very well to playing a solo
piece,” he said, adding it sounds
warmer and less edgy than it does
in rock or jazz.

The closing piece “Adagio and

Tarantella” by Ernesto Cavallini
dates back 140 years when wood-

der how they did it because the
instrument they played on was not
as good,” Ayoob said. “(‘Adagio’)
demonstrates how the player can
get around the instrument. [tis not
very musically profound but it is
very technical and a lot of fun.”

Ayoob said performing music is
like living in the moment.
“You are trying to live so within
the music that you’re able to communicate the composer’s intent to
the audience using a language that
is nonverbal,” he said.

Ayoob was introduced to the

world of music when he was 9. He
said it was “pure serendipity” that
he chose the clarinet because he
didn’t want to play the same in-

technical pieces, Ayoob said.
“You look backat them and won-

flute during his undergraduate

He picked up the saxophone and

studies at San Francisco State Uni-

versity. He then taught elementary

and high school in Vacaville, Calif.
After teaching for six years he

went to the University of Oregon,
where he earned his master’s degree in music education.
He then received a doctorate
in instrumental conducting and
clarinet performance from the
University of Northern Colorado, where he met and married

Virgina Ayoob.
Although he sees himselfas more
of a conductor and a teacher, he
still loves to play. This is why he
has been working on the chamber

program since midsummer.
The concert will begin at 8 p.m.
in Fulkerson Recital Hall. Tickets
are $4 for general admission and

$1 for students and seniors.

“ Organic Espresso & Local Foods
“Fresh Juices & Smoothies
Stuffed
“Catering & Take Out
Tofu
Day
ALL
“Breakfast

Humboldt Chorale &
University Singers

12

KENNETH AYOOB
HSU music professor

strument his best friend played.

Nov. 10&11 Opera Scenes
Nov.

“You are trying to live so within the
music that you're able to communicate
the composer’s intent to the audience
using a language that is nonverbal.”

wind soloists would play dazzling

Faculty Artist Series
Kenneth Ayoob, clarinet

Nov. 4
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Spiked
Stunning loss hurts playoff chances
g For the second time in
two weeks, the HSU
women’s volleyball team
loses to a weaker
opponent.

y

&

By Sarah Collins
LUMBERJACK STAFF

You win some and you lose some.
The HSU women’s volleyball team did
just that this weekend.
The Lady ’Jacks found victory in the East
Gym Friday night beating CSU Stanislaus
in three games 15-4, 15-10, 15-5.

Jennifer Lundeen lead the Lady ‘Jacks
with eight kills and Karyn Williams added
six. Leading the team with nine digs was
Erinn Clarke while Wendy Riggs had seven
and Alli Benziger six.

Saturday wasa different story for the Lady
‘Jacks when they were defeated by CSU
Hayward in four games, 15-7, 15-6, 13-15,
15-8.

It was Hayward’s defense that made the

difference.

“Hayward played a really good game defensively,” head Coach Fina Raddish said.
“We shouldn’t take any credit away from
them.”

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Jennifer Lundeen and her teammates need some help to reach the playoffs after losing to Hayward Saturday.

the Lady ’Jacks are not assured of a playoff

spot.
“We mentally broke down and they took

solos.

strong point for the team this season. Senior
setter Erin Mutch had 35 assists.

advantage of that,” Raddish said.
Not everything fell apart. Freshman re-

nia Athletic Conference. It also hurt their
chances for a playoff berth and a chance for
the conference championship.
To win the conference the Lady "Jacks
will need some help. HSU needs either

serve defensive specialist Alli Benziger came

The Lady ’Jacks travel to Chico Friday to
face the Wildcats. This should be a challenge, Raddish said.

her team by playing a great defensive game,

Earlier this season the Lady ’Jacks beat
Chico for the first time since 1989 but had to

off the bench in the third game and fired up
Raddish said. Benziger finished with 12 digs.
Freshman outside hitter Riggs — who is

Stanislaus, Hayward or San Francisco State

coming offan ankle sprain — earned 15 kills

to beat UC Davis before the showdown between the Lady ’Jacks and the Aggies on the

and 11 digs.

final game of the season, Nov. 11. Even then

Other stand out performances included
Jennifer Lundeen’s team-high of 16 kills.

group and a unit if we’re going to win this
game,” Raddish said. “We can get this done.

Raddish said Lundeen has been a

The loss to Hayward dropped the Lady

‘Jacks’ record to 6-3 in the Northern Califor-

“We really need to pull together as a

Lundeen also had five blocks, three of them

I really think we’re going to do this.”

After Chico the Lady “Jacks will finish the

regular season at home with a two-game
home-stand against Sonoma State and UC
Davis, Nov. 10 and 11.

In the final three games Lundeen will
attempt to break Raddish’s single season
block record. The sophomore from Santa
Rosa is just 18 blocks shy of the mark.
Amee Foss is also in the hunt for the

come from behind in all three games in
order to win. The loss Saturday marked
the third loss in four games since beating
the Aggies on Oct. 13 in five games at Rec

record, 25 short of the mark.

Hall.

Jacks clinch NCAC

crown with victory
@ HSU finishes
season on road;

came head coach at HSU in 1991,

hopeful of playoffs
By Brian Wingfield —
LUMBERJACK STAFF

heii

the NCAC consisted ofsuch teams
as UC Davis, San Francisco State

and Hayward, along with the remaining members Sonoma State
and Chico State.
Humboldt won the NCAC out-

right for the first time since 1968
with the 35-7 win over Sonoma

When

head

he first arrived at HSU,

football

Coach

Fred

Whitmire would have been a little

happier with a Northern California Athletic Conference title.

Today, heacknowledges the tide

doesn’t mean as much.
“When I first got to Humboldt
State this was a good conference,”
‘2

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Shawn Wilson (41), Saturday
and
left,
C
ey,
Pos
HSU’s
by
arl
hit
gets
Heck
Rod
's
State
ma
Sono
‘Jacks.
ood Bowl. The win clinched the NCAC title for the

night at Redw

last Saturday, but it lessens the impact when there are only two other
teams in the conference.
The’Jacksare 6-1-1 and should,
if you look at records, win their
two remaining regular season
games. Menlo College —who HSU
will play this Saturday at 1 p.m. in

Atherton, Calif. — has not won a

Whitmire said. “One of our goals
has to be to get into a new confer-

game this season (0-8). HSU’s
opponenton Nov. 1 , Chico State,

ence or better ours.”
Whitmire said when he first be-

See Football, page 31
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Inaugural seas
@ HSU is poised
for the future after
exciting first year.

A .500 finish is what she expected at the beginning of the year,
Benson said.

“I knew our preseason sched-

ule was weak,” Benson said. “In

conference I expected us to win

By Jeff Viera

two, three or maybe four games.
Also, I was hoping for a tie against

LUMBERJACK STAFF

someone like a Chico or a Davis.

The women’s soccer team went

team’s two meetings this year. She

day. The "Jacks finish 2-7-1 in
Northern California Athletic Con-

added in both games the ’Jacks
were the dominant team.

ference play and 7-7-1 overall.

Benson was pleased with the
overall effort the team showed this
year.

“We accomplished what we set
Kim

Benson said. “We wanted to go
into each match physically and
mentally prepared to play. Even
though we were a first-year pro-

“We played the last five games

very well,” Benson said. “We had

some ups and downs this year but

the team never gave up.”

gram we wanted our opponents

“We had no major breakdowns
and played very organized,” se-

to know they had to show up and

play.”

Mad

season — lead the team with four
goals each. Maria Spetzler lead the

Francisco State in either of the

0-0 tie against UC Davis Thurs-

Coach

thin.”
Team leaders Shannon Finney
and Carey Goss — who was injured for the final stretch of the

regretted was not beating San

HSU finished the season witha

head

said. “Everybody got along and
stuck together through thick and

We got that on Thursday.”
One of the only things Benson

through its inaugural season optimistic about the future.

out to do,”

nior midfielder Nicole Matthews

River

Chiropractic
Louis

Mihalka,

D.C.

Chiropractic Sports Physician
injuries

eneck & back pain
estress alleviation
Street

« Arcata

said. “We always could count on
her to
scorer,
nate.”
The
before

mark (the opponents) top
play consistent and domi-

team will take some time off
preparing for spring work-

outs. Besides conditioning, the
team will look to work on individual skills such as touch and shot

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

techniques.
With a defensive philosophy in
place, Benson said next year she

first season went for the Lady ‘Jacks.

ward positions as she hopes to add
more scoring opportunities.

the high school or junior college
level.
The Lady Jacks will return 16

HSU head Coach Kim Benson was pleased with the way the

for players with a strong desire to

of 21 players including leading
scorers Spetzler, Goss and Finney
and standout goalie Raup.

also wants players who have come
from competitive backgrounds at

“(Next year) we certainly
won't have to start at the same

work at the Division II level. She

eheadaches
11th

“Heather Johnston was a very
solid defender all year,” Benson

While recruiting is still in its early
stages, Benson said she is looking

Treating:

770

corded a 1.50 goals against average and had seven shutouts.

will spend more time on the for-

Licensed

esports

team with five assists.
Benson said goalkeeper Julie
Raup did an excellent job in the
net. The junior from Walnut re-

* 822-7044

pointas this year,” Benson said.
“As the season progressed, we

believed a lot more in ourselves
and had more confidence. It
helped with our overall consistency. We know now what it
takes to play in a tough conference like this.”

laf Mjurpalifs.
TAKE

'N' BA KE PIZZA

MBER SPECIALS

ee

“:

Vawt
C

“NO COUPON NECESSARY.

Not valid with any other offer.

ARCATA
600 F St.
Uniontown Shopping
Center

(next to Safeway)

822-6220

USDA FOOD STAMPS GLADLY ACCEPTED.

Please no substitutions.

MCKINLEYVILLE
2015

Central Ave.

839-8763

Offers expire 11-30-95.

EUREKA
407 Henderson

443-9977
906 West Ave.

442-1499

FORTUNA
705 S Fortuna Blvd.

725-9391
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Cross country squads

29

reach West Regionals
ners in the top 10 fora score of 33,

Just ahead of HSU’s score of 40 on

a low-point-win system.
Bizarre circumstances kept the
HSU men from winning the
NCAC title. With 200 meters left
in the race, HSU looked poised
for the win with superior place
positions. The Jacks’ second run-

By Matt Krupnick

ner, senior Rio Anderson — who

[LUMBERJACK STAFF

The HSU men’s and women’s

cross country teams were surprised

— but not discouraged — by UC

Davis Saturday in the Northern
California Athletic Conference

championships at San Francisco’s
Golden Gate Park.
Both the men’s and women’s
teams took second to Davis de-

spite some outstanding individual
performances.

Senior Sara Flores won the
women’s race with a course record
of 17 minutes and 49 seconds — 24
seconds ahead of Davis’ Sarah
Dickerman. HSU Senior Kim

Sousa, junior Courtney Cannizzaro
and freshman Shelly Niro also
picked up all-conference honors
with top-10 finishes. Niro is the
first HSU freshman since 1992 to

place in the top 10 at conference.
UC Davis also placed four run-

tional Championships from the

West Region. The NCAA decides on the number of teams

that advance per region based
on the previous year’s placement
at nationals.
Teams other than HSU who
have a chance of winning the meet
are Davis, UC Riverside and Cal

Poly Pomona on the men’s side

was in fourth place in the final
stretch — collapsed with 100
meters leftin the race. He was eventually disqualified as people rushed
out to help him.
Anderson’s fall took its toll as

and UC Davis, Hawaii-Hilo and

Davis narrowly beat the Jacks 49

anybody in the NCAC to be re-

to 58. Chico State’s Eric Ricketts
won as HSU seniors Evan
Sjostrom (third place) and Jason
Dressler (ninth) took homeall-conference honors.
Coach Dave Wells said he was
disappointed with the losses, but
not with the teams.
“For the women UC Davis came
up with an astoundingly good

gional champs,” he said. “We’ve
got to do ourjoband keep focused
on the things we can control. It’s

race,” he said. “On the men’s side,

to win the individual race, said it

Seattle Pacific for the women.
Wells said both the men and
women havea good chance at win-

ning, despite the NCAC losses.
“We have a better chance than

Revenge against Davis could
play a big role for both teams.
“We really wantit,” Flores said.
“We know we can do it. They
(Davis) had a great race last time.”
Flores, who is favored by some

would be nice to win.
“Itis really important,” Flores
said. “It would mean a lot. It

for Saturday’s NCAA West Regional meet. Four women’s

would be something to give to

teams and three men’s teams will
advance to the Division II Na-

done for us. For me it would be
a great honor.”

Dave Wells for everything he has

VILLAGE RIDGE
CAMP CURTIS
WOODRIDGE
REDWOOD

Sidelines Sports Bar
the
on the plaza,
Arcata

SMe

Newer 1 Bedroom/ Bath Apts.
Natural Surroundings
Very Clean Units
Energy Efficient

ape eiMe etc

Miller High Life

glass

_pint

$.75

$1.25

pitcher

Close to HSU

$3.25

D>
KRAMER

Pete’s Wicked Ale

$3.50 pints/$2 refills
-Keep the Pint Glass-

$5.25 pitchers

Evan Sjostrom, here at the NCAC meet, will help
lead the ‘Jacks at the West Regionals.

not idle dreaming.”

we put together the best race we
could.”
Both teams head to Riverside

@
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g Men’s and
women’s teams
finish second
behind UC Davis at
conference meet.
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SCOREBOARD

Sports calendar

FOOTBALL
* NCAC Standings

¢ Overall Standings

Team

We

Team

x-HSU
Chico St.

3.0
=

HSU

‘tt

Chico St.

2.

SonomaSt.

0

SonomaSt.

0

2

x-conference champion

Budweiser.
KING

OF

We.
5

I

pet

2

a

1

.083

vs. Menlo College

a

* NCAC Players of the Week

¢ Last Week’s Results

Saturday
Atherton, 1 p.m.

Men’s
at Stanislaus

&

Thursday
Warrior Field, 3 p.m.

Offense — Percy McGee, HSU

HSU 35, Sonoma St. 7

BEERS,

Nov.1 - Nov. 7

at Hayward

Defense — Jason Griffith, HSU

Saturday
Pioneer Field, noon.

VOLLEYBALL

TOURNAMENTS
Congratulations to these
undefeated regular season
intramural teams
BSOCCER
Nutmeg/Todd’s Addiction
AVOLLEYBALL
Working Warriors
AA
VOLLEYBALL

\

* NCAC Standings

¢ Overall Standings

Team

WoL

Team

s

4

pet.

UC Davis
SonomaSt.
HSU
Hayward
SF St.
Chico St.

ey
6
.
a
4

j
.484
448

0

17
16
16
15
13
.!
9

10
10
8
16
16

Stanislaus

UC Davis
Sonoma St.
HSU
Hayward
SF St.
Chico St.
Stanislaus

2
2
.$
§
ee

9

20

¢ Last Week’s Results

SF St. 3, Hayward 1

Hayward 3, HSU 1
HSU 3, Stanislaus 0
UC Davis 3,Chico St. 0

SF St. 3, Stanislaus 0

Sonoma St. 3, Chico St. 0
Sonoma St. 3, Notre Dame 0

.630

* NCAC Player of the Week
Pam Rigor, SF St.

¢ NCAC Standings

¢ NCAC Standings

Hayward

You don't need to be fast; closest estimated time
will win a Thanksgiving turkey!

Turkey Trot Footrace - November 5

It’s fast paced, action packed excitement
at it’s best!
PING - PONG TOURNAMENT - November 11
Come join the fun and awards in the
Jolly Giant Commons.
Only a $5 entry fee.
Register by November 9
Equipment will be provided.

Humboldt State

NotreDame
3
Stanislaus
3
x-conference champion

9

OH

W

x-Sonoma St. 9
Chico St.
UC Davis
SF St.
HSU
Hayward

edi}
chance to see this year’s
bastion of the HSU men’s
ketball team

rall

when

i enterit

in an
tains Race Express
Sat vee
hibition game

ON SATURDAY, NOV. 4
Against Race Express

c- ‘
aes

night at Sin the East CG)

the
give
will
battle
game
to
The
chabae
players. Ssa

agamst pombone othe
themselves.

sets

x-conference champion
¢ Last Week’s Results
HSU 0, UC Davis 0

aivueta n-an

tack to the Ea

¢ NCAC Player of the Week
Kara Bradfield, Chico St.

¢ NCAC Player of the Week

“They don’t car
orlace
ane
wert

toscore —

There will be ee admit-

Chad Danielson, HSU

tance to the game Saturday.

Exhibition games will
continue Nov. 11 for both
squads.

(CHABOD’S BILLIARDS
STUDENTS!
REDUCED WEEKDAY RATES
NOON -5P.M. MON. - FRI.
OVER 40 DIFFERENT BEERS
INCLUDING LOCAL MICRO-BREWS
eTHURSTY THURSDAY!
$1 PINTS FOR POOL SHOOTERS
7PM-CLOSE (INCLUDES MICROBREWS)

“THE ONLY PLACE TO SHOOT!”
615 STH ST., EUREKA © 442-2989
21 AND OVER PLEASE!

arate

S

CAMERA&STUDIO

MEMBER

Cameras » Supplies

Photo Finishing » Passport Photos
Wedding, Portrait & Commercial
Photography by Philip Dresser
On the Arcata Plaza
822-3155

Men’s Basketball
First game of the season is

.

: ‘hp be l

¢ Last Week’s Results
HSU 2, Notre Dame 0
HSU 1, UC Davis 1

Divisions for Males and Females of all ages.
Register at 11am, in the Redwood Bowl
the day of the the race.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

3

Team
CON

x-Sonoma St. 11
Chico St.
7
UC Davis
7
SF St.
6
HSU
5

Green Bowl Packers
C_
BASKETBALLS
Punishers/ Dawgs

call 826-6011 for more information.

W

Oo-NAB

Team

oonenmna
— ir

Redwood
ABASKETBALL
No Named
B_
BASKETBALL

SOCCER
OlfF1

WOMEN’S

oO
NM -

MEN’S SOCCER

GFT. & UNDER BASKETBALL

Rm. 151 or

Saturday
Riverside, 9 a.m.

Fans will get their dt -

Team Slappy/ Purple Gels/Bubba Chucks/D.
Danman/Murphy/James Olsen/ Blazers

Forbes Complex,

West Regionals

Saturday

SOFTBALL

Signup at the Intramural Office—

at NCAA

Basketball —
takes court -

Zig Zags

Get ready to GRAPPLE!
WRESTLING TOURNAMENT - December
Only $5 for HSU Students, $10 for
community members.
Register December 7

C2

at Chico
Friday
Wildcat Gym, 7 p.m.

The Lumberjack. 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. Get your fix anytime.
http://137.150.224.80
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Men’s soccer season

ends this weekend
g ‘Jacks hope to
finish conference
season at .500 with
two road wins.
By Jeff Viera
[UMBERJACK STAFF

With two victories this week-

end, the men’s soccer team could

come away on an up note in what

against UC Davis last Thursday.
They then did one better by dismissing College of Notre Dame 20 Saturday.
With the victories HSU improved to 5-6-1 in conference and
5-11-1 overall. Finishing above
.500 has been a goal of the team
since they got offto the bad start in
conference play, Exley said.
In Thursday’s action sopho-

more Jamie Tuckey scored the

lone goal of the game during the

has been a very tough season.
The *Jacks travel to CSU
Stanislaus tomorrow and then to

53rd minute. He was assisted by
Geoff Hawkins. The game was
very defensive-minded as HSU
outshot the Aggies 5-3.

out the season. With wins against

Saturday’s game saw the "Jacks

CSU Hayward Saturday to finish

each, HSU will ensure themselves
a winning record in the Northern
California Athletic Conference.
“We have been playing better
recently,” head Coach Alan Exley
said. “It’s nice to see our good play
translate into wins. We'd like to
havea winning record by finishing
above .500.”

HSU came away with a 1-0 win

pont

dominate despite only coming up
with two goals. Notre Dame’s philosophy of clogging the defense
backfired as they did not record a

Jamie Tuckey, who leads the ‘Jacks with 11 points, has been one of the bright spots this year.

shot on the goal. Mike Cottrell

and Brad Walker scored goals to
clinch the victory.
Goalkeeper Chad Danielson was
named NCAC Player of the Week
for recording shutouts in both

games.

finesse type of game rather thana

“We match up well against
Stanislaus,” Exley said of the upcoming games. “They are the only
team in conference who plays a

physical game. We will have to be

Football: Wins NCAC crown
¢ Continued from page 27
lost 47-7 to the ’Jacks earlier this
rear.
Defensive Coordinator Steve

are the only Division II schools
with football programs in Cali-

vantage for the Jacks because
both teams aren’t held in high

Carson said he doesn’t want the
fact the "Jacks have little chance

esteem by the voters. A second

disadvantage is it is tougher to

teams from each region make the

“I think it’s kind of tough when

fornia.
For now the "Jacks may have to
be content with winning their next
two games and missing out on the
playoffs.
“T think we’re probably deserving of a ranking, but we’re prob-

playoffs and six teams were
ranked in the West Region this
past week. The ’Jacks — along
with three other teams — re-

ceived honorable mention.
“We can’t control (rankings),”
Carson said. “We don’t do any
voting.

“T hope our goal is to win our last
two games,” Carson said. “When

you go 8-1-1 that’s pretty good.
Winning the next two games are
important.”

time

beat a team the second
around.

patient with themand notget caught

in one-on-one battles.”
Hayward is very talented but not

no

HSU has to play Chico and
Sonoma twice which is a disad-

of obtaining a playoff berth to
cause a letdown. The top four

said. “I think we will stay focused.
Wehaveagood group. And I think
they will stay motivated each
week.”
Carson said if the "Jacks don’t

said. “They have a chance to re-

evaluate what they did the first
time. And then there is the psychological aspect of players over-

looking the game.”

early you
a project,
seems to
to beating

get started on
it always
come down
the clock.

kinko’s
the copy center

1618 G Street, Arcata w (707) 822-8712

2021 Sth Street, Eureka w (707) 445-3334

Open 6 a.m. to Midnight, Every Day

stay motivated, they'll run the risk

Whitmire said he does not
want to continue the “home and
home” format with Sonomaand
Chico next year. It remains to
be seen what teams will be on
the Jacks schedule in’96. HSU,

of losing.

“It doesn’t matter if Menlo has

won or hasn’t won,” Carson said.
“Ifyou don’t go out there and play
hard, you have a chance of getting
beat.”

Sonoma, Chico and UC Davis

EA
RIM DDRSGT
Specializing in:

FICTION ¢ POETRY
POLITICS
OVER 300 PERIODICALS
Open 7 Days A Week
957

H St. @ Arcata

822-2834

pleasurable,

beautiful...

gsciNg

oe

@

Night Football ae

Guess the score and win $50
Sign up between S-6p.m.
All ages welcome

Come

play the only interactive sports
game on the North Coast.
Match your coaching skills with the pros.

Happy
Mon-Fri

fri, sat, sun 12:00-5:30 p.m.
daily

by

clean

appointment

and

-_ largest supply of
great
at

1908
.irthd
ay

i ieacte Grill@

rime Rib Dinners &
$1 a
$3.00 320z. Domestic Beers

«707 «445 2609

§

24. “We out-played them and will
be very motivated to beat them.”

how

Monday

NORTHTOWN
BOOKS

organi ized as a team, Exley said.
“We felt we should have won last
time,” Exley said of a 1-1 tie Sept.

matter

ably not going to get it,” Whitmire

you to play teams twice,” Carson

exotic,
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.
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jewelry
prices

Hour
4-7 p.m.
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Graduate studies dean
gets the shaft from HSU
John H. Bair
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students and administration all working towardacommon goaland vision. Inthe system
of shared governance that I see, the administration could be held accountable. Students
are held accountable with grades, and faculty with post-tenure review; why not also
the administration? This is a public university, and in my opinion closed-door sessions do not fulfill the will of the faculty and
students, only the will of the administration. Let us visualize what our roles at the
university are and look to see if these administrative action fulfill our personal vision
of campus; for me they do not.
I am certain that I am not the only one who
has questions about why the dean wasasked to
step down. I don’t think this is an action that
will stimulate a sense of community, which is
what the university should be trying to culminate between faculty, students and administration. Iam speaking out against these
types of closed-door decisions. If you feel

POMP

lishment of shared governance— faculty,

il

manual had just been published by the office to assist graduate students with the
procedural and technical format of their
thesis. This is not the sign of an incompetent person at the helm. Why then has the
dean of graduate studies beenasked to leave?
A closer look shows that individuals who
act as deans and vice presidents serve at the
pleasure of the president, Alistar McCrone.
This means that people serving at these positions can be asked to step down without any
faculty review or student input on the matter.
Could a person who serves at the pleasure of
the president be asked to step down for reasons that are not related to an individual’s
performanceatall? Inmy opinion this is wrong.
Why is it that deans — people who affect
students and the way students pursue their
education — serve at the pleasure of the
president, with there being no mechanism
in place for faculty and student input? It
seems to me that faculty and students should
be allowed to know why these decisions are
made and have some say as to how we feel
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The dean of graduate studies is being
replaced. As this transition takes place several questions come to my mind as a concerned graduate student. What will the transition mean to the graduate students at the
university? A change in the administrator
that oversees the graduate program may
mean changes in policy and procedure.
Which brings me to the question: What
was the problem with the office of graduate
studies? In my opinion the dean was excel-
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strongly about this issue, write letters or

send e-mail to Vice President of Academic
Affairs Alfred Guillaume (guillaum@laurel),
President Alistair McCrone(mccrone@laurel)
and Vice President Don Christensen
(christen@laurel). It’s your education; let
the administration know how you feel!

on the issue; after all it affects us the most!

The decision to replace the dean of graduate studies highlights the need for re-estab-

Bair is a graduate student representative to
the Associated Students Council.

Take back the bathroom!

Finally, a column you can wipe with
The topic for this week involves bowel
movement and warrants a disclaimer. If you

that actually have normal toilet paper. You
don’t see environmentalists complaining

waters or the whales or spotted owls; it’s

are uncomfortable reading about some of

about the fascist capitalist plot to cut down
trees and make toilet paper, do you? You

I’m just a half-ass college student and I
feel insulted everytime I have to pull out

the problems associated with the aforementioned subject— I implore you— do not
read any further. Ifyouagree that this school
hasa serious lack of priorities when it comes
to toilet paper, you may want to keep reading. Ifyou happen to be in the middle of one
right now, I hope everything is going
smoothly and by all means light a match.
This school cuts corners now and then in
order to save money. Fine, whatever. If the
football team has to ride a bus all the way to

don’t see graffiti in the restroom applauding

the integrity of the financial wizard who
decided he could save a few pennies by

robbing a kindergarten restroom for its toi-

David

Chrisman

out of the family if ’'m not already.
If an alumnus was to donate a few hundred bucks so grown menand women could

Montana every year so more people can
afford to go to college I’m not going to lose

go to school without having to bring their

any sleep. If] have to buy my own Scantron

own toilet paper, they’d probably get the

sheets I’m not going to have to skip any
meals, but when I have to use toilet paper
that was donated by a Turkish prison, I get
a little pissed. Problems go unsolved because people don’t talk about them, and in
this culture people don’t talk about what
goes on in the stalls unless they’re ona high
fiber diet or they accidentally swallowed a

key to the city. They
could have their own dis-

wedding ring.

And in all practicality, a toilet paper boycott wouldn’t go over very well (eventhough

the soap and deodorant strike is still going
gangbusters in Arcata).
Personally, I hate talking about it and
writing about it will probably get me kicked

pensers with their names

on them and I wouldn’t
hesitate to give them a
hearty hand shake and a
shot of Jager.

let paper.
It’s not like toilet paper costs hundreds of
dollars. I can buy enough for my whole
house for about 10 bucks and still have
plenty left over for vandalism. If I went to
pay my fees and someone told me!I’d have to
pay a $10 toilet paper fee I don’t think I’d

have to geta night job and I wouldn’t need to
plan my trips to the library around my diges-

dignity, dammit, remember dignity?
about

friggin’ blotter paper. What about all the
educated people who roam around school?
These people spent their best years getting
doctorates so they can get a job at a university whose toilet paper budget is about nine
cents.
There’s only so much one man can do.
I’m in the newspaper business and have no
pull in the custodial arena. I did, however,
ask the journalism department to start print-

ing The Lumberjack on softer paper so we
can have an alternative to the squares of
death, but the idea, quite
frankly, went down the toi-

If an alumnus was to donate a few hundred bucks so
grown men and women could go to school without
having to bring their own toilet paper, they’d probably
get the key to the city.

I think this school
would rather pay a small
fortune for a wheelchair
ramp than improve
something that all human beings actually
use almost everyday. It’s not like anybody’s
really protesting the issue. You don’t see
people picketing in front of the few stalls

tive agenda.
I can’t imagine anyone bringing this issue

up asan A.S. meeting or the Board of Trustees without cracking up. It’s not saving Head-

10,000 fistfuls of those sheets of

let.

So, basically, if you’re a
rebel without a cause here’s
a great idea. You won’t geta
Nobel Peace Prize or a lifetime achievement award,

but I guarantee you will be
thought of with the utmost
respect by reducing all the
needless paperwork that goes on in the privacy of four-by-four stalls.
Chrisman is a journalism senior.
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Ten thousand Buddhists
and one glutton’s guilt
Food.

[ think about it about every day. A lot.
At the City of 10,000 Buddhas, meals

were provided for us — three squares a
day. The monks and nuns — who ate
only once a day — said we could eat as
much as we wanted as long as we ate

what we took.
And I did. Except for once.
Buddhists don’t believe in wasting
food, so they don’t. Trash cans in the
dining hall were clean — very clean. No
one threw anything away because they
ate what they took.
Except for me — once.

it was lunch time and I was hungry. I

whipped through the line, ate my share

of rice, curry and potatoes, diligently

eyeballed the spaghetti until theline grew
shorter. As I was gearing up for round
two l realized my appetite was beginning
to wane. Paying my diminishing hunger
no mind I piled the spaghetti on.
As I sat down at the table I saw there
would be no way I could eat all the food
I had taken. I resigned myself to eat all I
could and just throw the rest away.
As I sat there — eating a meal I could
not finish — I thought back to all the
times I had stuffed myself, really pushed
the culinary envelope and that last hole
in the belt. Where was my great appetite
now? Where was my auxiliary eating
reserve?

It was empty. Apparently as empty as
the promise I made to the monastery not
to waste food.

| waited for no one to be around the
trash cans and then made my move. |

covered the incriminating pasta with my
bowl and, using

my body to shield

people’s view of the deed, threw the
food away.

The first thing I noticed as the spaghetti slid from my plate was how impossibly empty the trash can was. It was
clean. And there was my meal, a bloody

red mess, defiling that pretty white

bucket of a trash can.

The second thing I noticed were the

trash cans themselves — two five-gallon

buckets for 200 people — and my food
was the only thing in them. I grabbed a
glass a water and sat down to think.

As I sat there the corner of my eye

picked up an old monk walking past the
trash cans — the scene of the crime.
“Please,” I thought to myself, “don’t

look in there. Don’t look in there and

In defense of ‘sexist’
Liquid Lunch column

day Night Football. The more he spouts off,
the more ofan idiot he proves himself to be,

In response to
about the Liquid
tizzy. He writes
things, especially

the “symbolic irony of the Geto Boys’ first
album” and play with his body parts. In the
end it will be only him and his pile of dirty
dishes, which seems to me is punishment
enough.

everyone who complains
Lunch guy, you are in a
humor and makes fun of
himself, and is even fun-

nier than that moronic Campus Voice. Well,
look, his column really is quite imaginative

and itis appreciated. And anybody who has
to be convinced that his column is a joke is

not firmly planted in reality,

And because you might have traumatized
him with your “vicious hate mail,” I think

some sort of apology is in order. In fact,

Boy, that’ll make you think.

_ Inever thanked that monk for changing my life and in hindsight I’m glad I

didn’t. I had nothing to a with it. He
was just doing something he believed in.
|Magnus is a journalism senior.

so let him eat over the kitchen sink, discuss

So, brother Bill, because you are in fact a
forestry major, | would appreciate it if you
would please have respect for “other inhabitants of this ecosystem.” Headwaters For-

Sara Tropea
teacher preparation multiple subjects se-

nior

est is nota small problem. I believe that your
judgments are quite selfish in the spectrum
of the real issues.
Sincerely,
a fellow nonsmoking sister who
is gravely concerned with Headwaters and
all inhabitants of this ecosystem.

Non-smoker’s ‘vile fumes’

may be self-induced

Rosalie E. Jones

performance art freshman

everyone who wrote negative stuff ought to

get together and write a tribute column for
him. But, it would probably suck bad just
like all the other nasty tribute atrocities and
your malice doesn’t seem to phase (sic) him

anyway.
To those who recently wrote “...[ wish I
was a guy so I could scratch myself in public...,” I say, “Scratch away. Close the gender gap!” And I’m sure Dave will consent to
scratch you in public if you can’t break
through!
You know, writing his column is probably quite therapeutic for him. And it keeps
him from being a nuisance in public. I also
think it quite honorable that he would sacrifice his brain cells just for a few laughs from
his readers. I just hope he has enough brain
cells to keep writing his column until I graduate or I’ll have to get my laughs from the
Campus Voice again.

Frank Riley
engineering senior
Is it just me, or does it seem our sense of
humor is lost?
It amazes me that so many women are in

an uproar over Liquid Lunch boy’s article

on women. Don’tget me wrong, I’m the first
to jump on any sexist remark that is spread
from the mouths of chauvinists, but I also
have a sense of humor.
Anyone can tell by reading Chrisman’s

columns that he tries to be funny by being as
offensive and vulgar as possible. To take his
articles literally is ridiculous. When I read

the article, I laughed my butt off because I

knew he wasn’t making snide remarks solely
at women, but at himself and men too.

So, to those who got seriously offended
by Liquid Lunch boy, I ask you to read some

other columns he has written, know he’s full

of crap (to a certain extent), and let his
crude, straightforward style of writing bring

a smile to your face.

Life here at Humboldt is OK. There are
lots of trees, little open space and it seems
impossible to get away from the narrowminded stereotypers like Bill Conroy. Mr.
Conroy wrote a letter to the editor regarding
smokers around the entrances to buildings
on campus. He cited the legal code requiring people not to smoke “within five feet of
a main exit or entrance” of state buildings.

All of this was well stated.
He lost his own argument when he wrote:
“I know this may seem to be a small problem, especially to all the dope-smoking hippies who are more concerned with saving
Headwaters Forest.”
Hey Bill! Where did that come from? Not
all cigarette smokers are “dope smokers”
and notall “dope smokers” are interested in
saving Headwaters Forest.
My advice to you is to pull your head out
and take a deep breath. The “vile toxins”
you have been inhaling might be your own
butt!
Rachelle Huddleston
wildlife senior

Smokers are a boon
for the environment
I would like to respond to Mr. Conroy’s
letter in last week’s The Lumberjack regarding smoking. Mr. Conroy seems to
be misled into believing that smoking is
bad for our health and the ecosystem.
Most of our environmental concerns, once

you transcend the logger/environmentalist illusion, are based on staggering population growth. Smokers are simply exercising a natural biologic control mechanism that nature has provided and PhillipMorris has so kindly distributed. Lowering the life span in our resource-consumptive society leaves a few more natural resources for the non-smoking folks, especially owls and jumping slugs, to enjoy.
The

sooner you die, the less you con-

sume.
Besides, smokers are benefiting the
southern agricultural economy. If those
farmers go out of work the agricultural

I would like to make a few comments
about Bill Conroy’s letter on non-smokers’
rights. Your letter started off with good intentions and I can agree with the discomfort
of cigarette smoke in the air. The judicial
aspects backed up your points very well
indeed. I realize that itis nota small problem
because many of us so-called “dope-smok-

lands will be converted to some other
non-native crop. Tobacco is indigenous
to the North American continent, and far
less destructive than say, cotton.
So light up America, inhale deeply and

don’t exhale near Bill. You will be making
the world a better place.
Adrian Miller
forestry senior

Letters policy
Letters and columns to The Lumberjack
must be received by 5 p.m. the Friday
before publication date. Items can be
mailed, delivered, faxed or e-mailed to:
The Lumberjack
Humboldt State University
Nelson Hall East 6
Arcata, Calif. 95521

Allison Gill

child development sophomore

know what I’ve done.”

The monk walked by and, of course,
saw the food in the trash cans. Then he
did something extraordinary to my standards. This monk, who doesn’t believe
in wasting food, reached into the trash
can and put the spaghetti into his bowl.

ing hippies who are more concerned with
saving Headwaters Forest” do not appreciate your slanderous stereotypical judgments.

Just ignore Chrisman's

unfunny ramblings

In response to all the women who were
Liqoffended by David Chrisman’s Oct. 11
1guid Lunch — I simply request that you
benore him. It is obvious that Chrisman
to
lieves he is hilarious — so let him continue

if
think it. After all, ignorance is bliss and
Chrisman spent too much time actually
thinking, it would take time out from Mon

Phone: (707) 826-3271
Fax: (707) 826-5921
E-mail: thejack @axe.humboldt.edu

Letters and columns
these guidelines:

are subjected to

¢ They must be typed or neatly printed.
* Letters are limited to 250 words, columns
are limited to 600 words. Longer items
will not be considered.
¢ Items must be verified before they're
published. They need a signature, address
and phone number. Students must include
their major and year in school.
Anonymous letters will not be published.
may be condensed to fit
¢ Items are subject to editing for style and grammar, and
available space.
¢ Publication is not guaranteed.
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CRUISE SHIPS NOW

OPPORTUNITIES

on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies.
World
travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment
available. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1-206-

experience better health, energy

and financial independence. Great
for

health

634-0468 ext. C60471

concious

people. Call for information 1-800927-2527 ext. 8251

START YOUR OWN

11/15

in 5 days—Greeks, groups, clubs
and
motivated individuals.

Fast,easy—no financial obligation.
(800)862-1982 Ext.33
12/6
EMPLOYMENT—
needed!
Fishing

(206)545-4155 ext A60471.
NATIONAL

PARKS

12/13

HIRING—

Seasonal & full-time employment
available

Forests
Benefits

at

National

Parks,

& Wildlife Preserves.
+ bonuses! Call: 1-206-

BUSINESS

regret investigatingthis possibility.
Call Brian for more information at
443-6617

industry. Earn up to $3000-$6000+
per month.
Room and board!
Transportation! Male or female.
No experience necessary.
Call

12/13

Where success is solely based on
your effort, not on any speculation,
door-to-door sales or pyramid
schemes. Especially excellent for
students and others with limited
time and money.
You will not

FAST FUNDRAISER-raise $500

ALASKA
Students

HIRING—

Earn up to $2000+/month working

STUDENTS, achieve your goals.
Ride the Blue-Green wave and
opportunity

CLASSIFIED

1, 1995

FREE TRIPS & CASH! Find out
how hundreds of students are

already earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS

OF

CASH

with America's

#1 Spring Break company!

Sell

only 15 trips and travel free!
Choose
Cancun,
Bahamas,
Mazatlan, or Florida!
Call now!
Take a Break Student Travel.
(800) 95-BREAK!
11/29

12/13

SERVICES
—Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No

ENJOY A MASSAGE

teaching

or Asian

Massage transmits healing energy

languages required. For information call (206) 632-1146 ext.

by caring human contact. Footreflexology. Reidun Olsson CMP
822-7247.

background

J60471

12/13

SKI RESORTS HIRING—Ski
Resorts are now hiring for many
positions this winter. Up to $2000+
in salary & benefits. Call Vertical
Employment Group:
(206) 6340469 ext. V60471
12/13

LET

HENDERSON

STREET

WORD PROCESSING do your
typing for you. Wedoclass papers,
thesis, mailing lists, and tape
transcribing. 443-6128.
12/13

calls by John
3497

a devil?

Church

of the

Holy

Family, Sundays at 11am, 1757
J, Arcata—SCREWTAPE
THINKING OF SNOW? Plan on
skiing or snowboarding at Mt.
Bachelor Saturday November 18Wednesday
November
22.
Optional transportation and cross

country skiing package. Downhill
package includes lift tickets.

All

packages include 4 nights deluxe
lodging. Call Center Activities for
prices at 826-3357.

1/8

BIG MONEY, NO WAMMIES
Lumberjack Classified Ads are a
great way to rid yourself of that
unwanted stuff.Call 826-3259.

JUST YARDS TO THE TRINITY

HP-48G GRAPHING Calculator
Brand new! Never used! Retails
for $350, yours for $125. Also, two
Kawasaki 110 motorcycles, on/off

road.

$750.

825-7380

early

morning & latenite.

RIVER, minutes to Lewiston Lake.
Fisherman's dream!
Large,
comfortable 2 bdrm mobile on 2.5+
acres.
Garden, deck, ramada,

pines, great water. Ready for you!
$55,000, by owner. 707-822-4570
eves.; 916-623-5062 wknds.

e Place ads at University
Ticket Office,
Nelson Hall East.

e $5 / 25 words. Student
discount (just $2!).

NOTICES
WOULD YOU LIKE TO: LEARN
about vegetarionism, help stop
unnecessary animal testing, meet

new

friends?

Join

S.E.T.A.

Meeting Monday at 3pm, NH119.

e Deadline: Fri. 4p.m.
before Wednesday
publication.

ACTIVITIES
BORED?
performing,

ENJOY MUSIC,
lip or live singing,

music from the 60's through the

90's?

If so...

You or a group of

friends should participate in the
Flashback Music Festival. We 10

826-3259

acts... Spaces are limited!!! Hurry
and call 822-2724 Now!

Deadline

Nov 13th.

Lopez, formerly of

the Pleasure Center.

FOR SALE

WORMWOOD—you call yourself

in Arcata.

BODY PIERCING. DormorhouseSHOPPING FOR THAT HARD TO
FIND ITEM? Check out what's for
sale in the Lumberjack Classifieds

PERSONALS

THRILLS

Call 444-

for appointment or info. 10/25

HUM-BOATS

TURES,

sea

BAY

kayaking,

rentals,

lessons,

sales,

accessories,

Hobies,

ADVEN-

keelboats.

sailing,

group

events,
Lasers,

Full Moon,

High Tide rides. Foot of "F" Street.
443-5157.

11/1

What can you do to get
300,000 miles out of your car?

Educational Access

Practice

AUTO WELLNESS
Our Systems Managed Care Program,

using factory parts, dramatically increases
performance and longevity.
Factory trained technician for
HONDA ¢ GM ¢ TOYOTA

HUMBOLDT

THIS WEEK
Tuesday, Nov. 7
7 p.m.
News about HSU and
the North Coast

Community Access
Highlights from
this week’s schedule
Thurs, 2

7 p.m.
Dell’Arte’s

Original Instructions
Fri. 3

8 p.m.
Two Left Feet
Dance Performance

Cars, Trucks & 4X4's ¢ Carb Overhaul

¢Fuel Injection Diagnosis¢
For do-it-yourselfers, Self-Help Classes available!

822-2596
fax: 677-1617

Namaste

Alan Hunter
Master Technician

13 years experience

Campus Crime
Speeders Beware!

Kids and Smoking
Produced
by
HSU journalism students

Sun. 5

2 p.m.
Kid’s Corner
Johnny Appleseed
7 p.m.
Dell’Arte’s
On the Plaza

ESCORT SERVICE
24 HOURS/7 DAYS A WEEK

jag

ee

ianksgiving

day 826-3357

CALENDAR
on

An

Africa

Orestes” will be presented by Professor Tom Gage and the Literary

Music
¢ Blue Moon will perform at
Brewin’ Beats
from 6 to 9 p.m.

and 9 to midnight
at the Plaza Bar

l

ages at Brewin’
Beats, $3 cover chargeat the Plaza
Grill.

¢ Cris Williamson and Tret
Fure will perform songs fora winter evening at Club West. Doors

openat 7 p.m. advance tickets are
$12 or $14 at the door. More
information is available at 444-

CLUB.
¢ Karaoke with Mike McKay
at the Red Lion Inn in Eureka.

From 8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

Twenty-one and older welcome.
More information is available at
445-0844,

Et Cetera
¢ Campus Recycling Program
meets at 5 p.m. at the Warren

availClub
Hall
avail-

able at 825-8138.

¢ Hatha Yoga Club meets from
3:30 to 5 p.m. in Forbes Complex 125. More information is
available at 826-7238.

Thursday 2

saxophone at 8 p.m.

have experienced

Theater

in the Fulkerson Re-

breast

dents, free for seniors.

cital Hall. Tickets are
$4 general and $1 forstudents. More information
is available at 826-3531.
* “Singled Out!” a real-life dating game at Club West, presented

Et Cetera

by TLC Matchmakers. Dancing

theater arts department at 8 p.m.
in Gist Hall Theatre. Tickets are
$3.50 general and $2.50 for stu-

° Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Student Association meets at 7
p-m. in the Multicultural Center.
More information is available at

826-5929.

¢ HSU Sailing Club meets at 8
p-m. in the Depot. Beginners welcome, more information is available at 826-9328.
¢ Humboldt Or-

Hy tH
Me

ms
, MES

ganization of Political Scientists

will meet at 6 p.m.
the Plaza
Grill to

Bar and
discuss

* Karaoke with Midnight
Maestro Downtown Curtis
Brown at the Harbor Lanes

Surfroom. No cover, more information is available at 443-4533.

* Karaoke with Mike McKay
at the North Coast Inn.

One dollar drink spe- gf

Tickets

Sunday 4

hiphop at Brewin’ Beats in Arcata.
Doors open at 9 p.m., $3 cover,
$2 with student I.D.

with
from
Club
cover

charge, those older than 21.

Doors open at 8:30 p.m. More

information is available at 444CLUB.

Workshops
* “Plants of Malaysia” will be
discussed in a presentation by Dr.
Dennis Walker in
Science D 155 at 6

p-m. Sponsored by
the California Native

able at 839-5820.
¢ Power 96 Retro-Revival
Show with the Ninja and surprise

guest DJ’s, dancing and drink specials. Doors open at 9 p.m., open

to those 18 and older, more infor-

mation is available at 444-CLUB.
e Wind Cave with To The
Head in the Kate Buchanan Room

at 8 p.m. Admission is $4 for students and $6 for all others. Open
to 18 and older.

dance
Doors

able at 442-5239.

Theatre, presented

CenterArts.
by
Tickets are $14 gen-

eral , $8 studentsand
seniors, more infor-

and the Los Angeles riots will be

¢ Turkey Trot at Redwood
Bowl at noon. Two-and-a-half
mile race, a free turkey to the par-

shown in Founders Hall Audito-

rium at 7:30 p.m. A discussion
will follow.

ticipant who has the closest estimate to their finishing time. More
information is available at 826-

a,
be)
-

7
Ld
-

om

are

and music videos.
open at 9 p.m.,

DESIGN

open to those 18 and
older. Admission is
$4 for those older
than 21 and $5 for
all others.

OOD

rote

FURNITURE

MeTITM

TT Ree

RV Pree

+ GIFTS

TK

es

e Chevye Datsun e Dodge « Ford e Honda e Subaru

e Naa Kahidi Theatre will perp.m. in the Van Duzer

about Professor Sam Oliner’s work
with rescuers from the Holocaust

¢ Club Triangle at Club West,

Mitsubishi

Free Loaner Bicycles
New Fleet This Year

YIOMOTIVE
THIS NEW ISSUE OF CHEW/NG
MAGAZINE TELLS HOW TO
SET UP A MANDIBULAR
y,
FITNESS

You Go To Listen,” at 8

¢ “To Help Someone” a video

Center in Eureka from 5:30 to 7
p.m. More information is avail-

Music

Theater
form “The Place Where

Et Cetera

meets
at
the
Women’s Resource

$3.50 general and $2.50 for stu-

A

available at 822-4861.
* DJ Collage will perform ragga

* K-JACK oldies show
Chad and Mr. Ed, music
the °50s, 60s and °70s at
West. Drink specials, no

Gist Hall Theatre.

Da

More information is

at 443-4533.

Theater

Music

than 21. More informations avail-

a.m. More information is available

mation is available at 445-0844.

dents, free for seniors.

No cover, open to those younger

Harbor Lanes from 9 p.m. to 1

cancer,

at Don Juan’s from 7 to 10 p.m.
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¢ Karaoke with Mike McKay at

d

those older than 21, more infor-

Friday 3

¢ Karaoke with Midnight
Maestro Downtown Curtis
Brown at The Pub in Eureka at 9
p.m. No cover, more information
is available at 442-3464.
¢ Karaoke with Mike McKay

,

¢ Karaoke with Mike McKay at
the Red Lion Inn in Eureka from
8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. Open to

theater arts department at8 p-m. in

2228.

442-3464.

* Bosom Buddies, a support

2228.

internships. More information is
available at 822-2662.

perform at Cafe Mokka at 9 p.m.

stro Downtown Curtis Brown at
The Pub in Eureka. No cover,
more information is available at

information is available at 822-

¢“Orestes” presented by the

¢ Star Above the Harbour will

¢ Karaoke with Midnight Mae-

no cover, open to all ages. More

Toyotae VW e Jeep

cals from 9 p.m. to
midnight. Open to
those 21 and older.

and drink specials with DJ Nick
Diamond afterwards. Open to
those older than 18. More information is available at 444-CLUB.
¢ Primal Drone Society will
perform at Cafe Mokka at 9 p.m.,

graduate schools, law schools and

No cover, open to all ages. More
information is available at 822-

Music

ey

able at 826-3341.

* “Orestes” presented by the

Music

Et Cetera
group for women
and families who

&

Tuesday 6

Monday 5

Music

er
9

a.

House. Moreinformationis
able at 826-4162.
¢ Cycle Learning Center
meets at 5 p.m. in Nelson
East. More information is

<<

Saturday 4

¢ “Orestes” presented by the
theaterarts departmentat8 p.m. in
Gist Hall Theatre. Tickets are
$3.50 general and $2.50 for stu-

¢ Kenneth Ayoob will perform
solo and chamber music
for clarinet and alto

information is avail-

Grill.

cover, open toall

the Career Center in
Nelson Hall West,
232 at 4 p.m. More

dents, free for seniors.

seqqoy
§ unjea

and

Greek Drama into modern media
will follow.
* Interviewing Techniques
will be presented by

dents, free for seniors.

theater arts departmentat8 p.m. in
Gist Hall Theatre. Tickets are
$3.50 general and $2.50 for stu-

is

]

Society at 7 p.m. in Founders Hall
235. A discussion on translating

Theater

—

822-3770
513 J St.

(two doors north of Cafe Mokka)
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